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IMTRODUCTIOH
Cloero define! atate or the affair of the publlo as the
People, In turn, he defines as "not erery
affair of the people.
in any fasnion but a group of the
together
brought
group of sen
Multitude associated by agreeaent as to right and by oooBunity of

utUity."^
To this definition Augustine objects in the nineteenth
indioating at the same tine the grounds

Book of De olTltate Dei

,

of his objection.
This, then, is the place where I should fulfill the proaise giren in the second book of this vork, and explain, as
briefly and clearly as possible, that if we are to accept the
definitions laid down by Scipio in Cicero's De re publioa
there nerer was a Roman republic; for he briefly defines a
republic as the weal of the people. And if this definition
be true, there nerer was a R(»ian republic, for the people's
weal was never attained among the Romans. For the people,
according to the definition, is an assemblage associated by
a common acknowledgment of right and by a community of interAnd what he means by a common acknowledgment of right
ests.
he explains at large, showing that a republic cannot be ad^
Vhere, then, is the Jusministered without Justice
tice of man when he deserts the true &od and yields himself
to impure demons? Is this to gire every one his due? Or is
he who keeps back a piece of ground from the purchaser, and
gives it to a man who baa^o right to it, unjust, while he
who keeps back himself from the Ood who made him, and serves
wicked spirits, is JusW'' /
.

De re publica i. 26. 39: "res publica res populi." Ibid .
32. 44: " . . .
Piraeus ille magnifious rem publicam effioiebat? 'minima vero' Laelius 'quoniam quidem populi res non
erat.'" Tid. ibid , iii. 34. 45, 46.

Hi.

.

^
Ibid i. 26. 39: "'Est igitur, inquit Afrloanus, 'res
publica res populi, populus autem non omnia hominum coetua quoquo
mode congregatua, aed coetua multitudinie iuria oonsenau et utilitatia oommunione aociatua." Ibid , iii. 33. 45:**populua non eat, ut
tu optima definiati Scipio, niai qui conaenau iuria continetur."
.

'

De oivitate Dei xix. 21^ Patrologiae Latinae (henceforth
cited aa PL) xli. 648. 649; Ni^ene and Poat-Nicene fa there
(henceforth cited as NPNT) ed. Schaff (Buffalo: Christian Literature Co., 1887), II, 414. The term which Dr. Marcus Dods, translator of De oivitate Dei in HPNF renders "weal" is that which is
translated "affair" supra res .
"Affair" is a happy rendering
that Sabine and Smith adopt from Carlyle.
On the Commonwealth.
.

,

.

,

1

Rejecting the Ciceronian definition of state Augustine substitutes his own:

But if we discard this definition of a people, and, assuming another, say that a people is an assemblage of reasonable beings bound together by a common agreement as to the
objects of their love, then, in order to discover the character of a people, we have only to observe what they love. Yet
whatever it loves, if only it is an assemblsige of reasonable
beings and not of beasts, and is bound together by an agreement as to the objects of love, it is reasonably csdled a
people; and it will be a superior people in proportion as it
is bound together by higher lntei«e%)ts, inferior in proportion
as it is bound together by lowe/^^

For Cicero, then,
res publica

res populi

populus * coetus Imultitudinls
\soolatus ^utilltatis oomJ
munione
(^Juris consensu
while for Augustine
res publica = res populi

populus - coetus (multitudinis rationalis
(sociatus rerum quas dillgit concordl commune

\

It is to be observed that as regards the synonymity of

res publica and res populi there is perfect agreement between

Cicero and Augustine.

The important difference concerns the mode

whereby a people is associated and it is at this point the substitution of consequence is made.
In De officiis Cicero deplores the notion that there can

be any true utility apart from Justice, though base men entertain
the notion.
The determinative qualification of association for

Cicero is therefore agreement as to Justice, which being secured
utility is also secured. Augustine also denies that advantage
can be truly secured ai>art from Justice inasmuch as he asserts
that "if you choose to regard the matter attentively, you will
see that there is nothing advantageous to those who live godlessly, as every one lives who does not serve God but demons, whose

wickedness you may measure by their desire to receive the worship
Of men though they are most impur* spirits."
It is then at the
Sabine and 8. B. Smith, trans. (Columbus: Ohio State Univjprsity Press, 1929), p. 61.
In the present study some departures
from the^form of the quoted renditions are made without indication.

a. H.

^Pe civitate Dei xix. zij/PL xli. 655; NPNF

.

II, 418.

^De civitate Dei xix. 21; PL xli. 649; NPNF

.

II, 416.

(l^

^

.
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point of

^\xri.•

oonaerutt that Augustine taket up his ohlef con-

tention with Cloero In regard to the definition of populue
In oontraet to Oloero Augustine employs the term Jus
On the other hand Justltla ooours rery frequently In
sparingly.
the August Inlan writings and happily the relation of the two
terms Is established In the rery chapter of De olrltate Del

wherein objection Is made to Cicero's definition of state and the
adTantageousness of Injustice Is denied (xlx. 21) and this relation Is set forth, we may be certain, In a way quite unexceptional to Cloero.

And what he means by a common aolcnowledgment of right he explains at large, showing that a republic cannot be administered without Justice. Where, therefore, there Is no true
Justice there can be no right. For that which Is done by
right Is Justly done, and what Is unjustly done cannot be
done by right.
What Is Jure Is Juste and though the conrerslon Is not made In
this citation It Is safe to say that what Is .lusts Is .lure that
,

,

'In accordance with right' and 'In accordance with Justice' are

synonymous terms.
In this study an attempt Is made to set forth that difference In the doctrines of Cloero and Augustine In regard to Justice whereby the same Rome that In the rlew of the former Is emi-

nently Just Is pronounced grossly unjust by the latter, with the
consequence that Justice Is discarded by Augustine as that ooaoemlng which there Is the agreement which constitutes the bend
of polltlcaa association. Furthermore an attempt Is made to account for Augustine's substitution of lore for the Justice that
Is thus discarded.

^^j^
iaA^

In the first chapter an examination Is made of the doc-

A

trlnes of the two men In regard to lore. Its moral qualification,
and its assoolatlre property. In the secmid chapter the doctrines
of the two writers In regard to Justice and order

aure

set forth.

Cicero Is found to teach a unlrersal order of right reason; Augnstias, an order of being that Is hierarchical with a transcendent

Being at Its head and that Imposes on men the duty of lorlng conformably to the character of this order, with the result that Justice, which In Cicero's system Is the pronouncement of what he re-

^De elTltate Pel xlx. 21; PL xll. 648; NPMF, II, 414:
Jure fit, profecto Juste fit: quod autem fit In Juste,
neo Jure fieri potest.*

Quod enlm

4
geuTds a

universal right reason, Is In the Augustlnlem a rightly

ordered love

— whloh

love Is far from universal

.

In the last chap-

ter a study Is made of .the place of history In the argument of the
two writers.

Finally An the Conclusion there la a summary com-

parison of the two systemW)and a concluding statement of the reason for Augustine's substitution of love for Justice In the defini-

tion of state as well as a statement of the present writer's rejection of the Ciceronian system and his adoption of the Augustlnlan, together with the reason therefore, relation to the teaching

of the Bible.

.

CHAPTER I
LOVE, ITS DIFFERENTIATION, AND ITS ASSOCIATIONS

The repetition by so consummate a stylist as Cicero of
the notice of the derivation of amlcltla

— he

Is saved from sheer

reiteration by a difference of expression as well as by deriving
both amor and amlcltla from amare In the second Instance (amor

Ire amlcltla; utrumque enlm dictum est ab amando ), whereas
amlcltla had been directly related to amor In the first (amor
enlm, ex quo amlcltla nomlnata est

)

— fortifies

in one the sense

that not a little of Cicero's doctrine of love Is to be found In
the essay On Friendship

.

It Is well that resort to the maxims

concerning amlcltla In one's search for Cicero's teaching about
love Is thus authenticated, for hla employment of the concept of
love Is, as we shall see, restricted In contrast to St. Augustine's.

Twice In De amlcltla Cicero speaks of the love of animals,
I.e., of animals as subjects.

Friendship's character "may be

discerned even In some classes of animals, which up to a certain
time 80 love their offspring, and are so loved by them, that the

mutual feeling Is plainly seen,

—a

feeling which Is much more

clearly memlfest In man, first, In the affection [carltate] which
exists between children and parents."

Of this passage It Is to

be remarked that whereas oar It as Is used only on the human level

amare Is used both on the animal level and, In the cognate form
of amor

on the human,

,

though the use of It In reference to men

falls outelde the limits of the quotation.

Nevertheless, the

clause, "which Is much more clearly manifest In man," Indicates
^

^Ibld

De amlcltla 27. 100.

.

8.

26.

"«

Cf. the conjunction of amloum and amantls In "suls autem
Inoommodls gravlter angl non amlcum, sed se Ipsum amantls est."

Ibid. 3. 10.

*Ibld. 8. 27; "Cicero De Amlcltla and Solplo's Dream,"
Ethical Writings of Cicero. Andrew P. Peabody, trans. (Boston:
Little^ Brown, and Co., 1887 ) , pp 23 24
.

,
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that Cloero Is concerned In setting forth a difference In degree

rather than In kind in the comparison of human and animal love.
In the second passage, however, only a likeness between human and

animal love Is set forth: "But If It Is seen In beasts, birds,
fishes, animals tame and wild, that they love [dlllgant] them-

selves (for self-love Is born with everything that lives) and
that they require and seek those of their own kind to whom they

may attach themselves, and do so with desire and with a certain
semblance of human love [amorls], how much more Is this natural
Here dellgere Is used of animals, and If on the one

In man!"

hand amor Is not used of them without the words, "a certain semblance of," It Is Just as true that neither Is It so used without
the qualifier "human."

While love Is In these two passages extended to Irrational
subjects. It Is In neither of them attributed to the Insensate.

Cicero does, however, note In another place that "It Is said that
a certain philosopher of Agrlgentum sang In Greek verse that It Is

friendship that draws together and discord that parts all things
which subsist In harmony, and which have their various movements
in nature and In the whole universe."

But this salute to Empe-

docles and his universal love metaphysics Is certainly Insufficient to place Cicero permanently In the company of the Greek. In
fact, even when he speaks of the love of the sensate yet Irrational, Cicero passes outside of his usual bounds.

The universality

of coheslveness or attachment Is not central to his thought nor

does this perlphercd. notion find him analogizing Its lower to Its

superior forms and calling them all love.

For If despite the em-

phasis we have placed upon the derivation of amlcltla from amare
nothing conclusive can be said about the scope of amor from the

definition of amlcltla

.

still that definition Itself goes far to

place Cicero eunong those who conceive of love as proper to ra-

tional beings.

"For friendship Is nothing else than fellow feel-

ing In regard to all matters divine and human, with goodwill and

With charity."

Now feelings In regard to all things human and

divine are certainly not shared by Irrational creatures, to say
De amlcltla 21. 81; Peabody, trans., op. clt .. p. 67.
2
"^

De amlcltla 7. 24; Peabody, trans., op. clt

De amlcltla 6. 20.

.

.

p.

20.

7

nothing of the insensate, for the reason that they do not apprehend the existence of these two departments.
We hare now to consider the outgoing of love In order to
establish its oharaoter by reference to its object. That fellow
feeling which is friendship can exist only among the good,^ and
while this statement indicates that the same persons are good

also in the role of agents of lore, let it be here noticed that
they are good in the role of objects, i.e., that the love to be

found in friendship is toward the good.
all else in lovableness,

2

Indeed, rirtue surpasses

whereas "strong and generally Just aver-

sion also springs up when anything morally wrong is required of a

friend."

Virtue and probity, then, are the objects toward which

the lore of friends is drawn.

Haying found rirtue and probity to be the objects to which
the love that is felt in friendship is attracted it is in order to

inquire how these are determined for Cicero.

Whether he is dis-

cussing love. Justice, or the state, Cicero is cognizant that
there are those who contend for absolute principles.

And, in

fact, basic to his own system is the declaration of the universal-

ity of that regimen of right and order which he calls nature. Nev-

ertheless, whatever the problem in which he is engaged, it is

characteristic of him that he looks for its solution not to pure
speculation but to the realization of principles in time and
space. As the best statecraft is to be known by expounding the

historical development of Rome, so the virtue of friendship that
De amicltia 5. 18: "Bed hoc prlmum sentio, nisi in bonis
amicitiam esse non posse."

^Ibid 8. 28: '"Nihil est enim virtute amabllius, nihil
quod mag is adlioiat ad diligendum, quippe cum propter virtutem et
probitatem etiam eos, quos numquam vidimus, quodam mode diligamus."
.

Vid. Dj
''ibid. 10. 36; Peabody, trans., op. cit .. p. 29.
amicltia 11. 37; Peabody, trans., op. cit
p. 31: "Indeed, since
it may have been a belief in your virtue that has made one your
friend, it is hard for friendship to last if you fall away from
virtue." Vid. De amioitia 14. 48; Peabody, trans., op. cit .. pp.
36, 39: "Since virtue attracts friendship, as I have said, if
there shines forth any manifestation of virtue with which a mind
similarly disi>osed can come into contact and union, fron such intercourse love must of necessity spring." De amicltia 22. 83;
Peabody, trans., op. cit .. p. 58: "Friendship is given by nature,
not as a companion of the vices, but as a helper of the virtues,
that, as solitary virtue might not be able to attain the summit
of excellence, united and associated with another it might reach
that eminence."
.

.

,
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he extols Is that exhibited best In the lives of men whom all men

acclaim as eminently Just.

As Sclplo (In De republlca ) Is repre-

sented as saying that the Roman constitution sprang not from the
genius of one Individual, even as It could not have sprung from a

mind composed of all geniuses and unrestricted by the bounds of a
single lifetime, were It "without seniority and practice In matas he Is oonunended by Laellus for uniting the method of

ters';

Plato, who "chose an open plain on which to build an Imaginary

city after his own taste,

—a

city admirably conceived, as none

can deny, but remote from the real life and manners of men"

—

and the method of others who, "without proposing for themselves

any model or type of government whatever, have argued on the constltutlons and forms of states";

2

as Sclplo further declares that

Plato "has given us a description of a city, rather to be desired
than expected;
not such an one as can really exist, but

....

one In which the principles of practical affairs may be discerned," whereas he will himself seek 'to reduce

....

Plato's

principles Cratlonlbus] to experience and practice, not In the
shadow and picture of a state, but In a real and actual commonwealth, of unrivalled amplitude and power";

— so

also does Laellus

In De amloltla In treating of virtue shy away from the rigidity

In definition of those

who establish specially subtle distinctions, with literal
truth It may be, but with little benefit to the common mind;
For they understand by wisdom a state which no mortal
has yet attained; while we ought to look at those qualities
which are to be found In actual exercise and In common life,
not at those which exist only In fancy or In aspiration. . .
I therefore adopt the standard of common sense
.
.
Men }lke those whom I have named, while they ought to be regarded as good, ought to be so called, because to the utmost
of human capacity they follow nature, who Is the best guide
In living well.*

....

^De republlca 11. 1. 2.
^

De republlca 11. 11. 21, 22; The Treatises of M. T
Cicero C. D. longe, trans. ("Bohn's Class. Llbr."; London:
Bell and Sons, 1892), p. 327.
.

De republlca 11. 30. 62; Yonge, trans., op. elt

.

.

.

Q-eo.

p. 338.

^ De amloltla
5. 18, 19; Peabody, trans., op. elt .
pp. 16,
16.
Vld. De amloltla 6. 21; Peabody, trans., op. elt .. pp. 17,
"I
18:
would Interpret virtue In accordance with our habits of
speech and of life; not defining It, as some philosophers do, by
hlghsoundlng words, but numbering on the list of good men those
.

.

9

Distrustful of verborum magnlfloentla Cicero turns to the solidity of vita communis

to derive the Insight Into virtue that Is

required for an exposition of duties; that common life Is accordConsequently In Its attraction to the good the
ing to nature.
love that Is to be found In friendship pursues that which It rec-

ognlzes by nature to be such.

This nature Is universal.

fore the evaluation of virtue Is Independent of locality.

There-

And

since nature Is for Cicero fixed, true friendships derive from It
the quality of eternity.

In support of the simplicity and the

genuineness of friendship's attachment (In contrast to alleged
regard for the ulterior) Cicero adduces the striking argument
that, after all, self Is loved simply and directly.

"One loves

himself, not In order to exact from himself any wages for such
love, but because he Is In himself dear to himself.

Now unless

this same property be transferred to friendship, a true friend

will never be found; for such a friend Is, as It were, another

elf," In which oheu-aoterltatlon of "friend" Cloero follows the
self,"*
(Greeks

It Is therefore to goodness that the love that Is In

friendship Is attracted and recognition of the good Is according

Mankind In general are conwho are commonly so regarded
Let us then leave out of account such good men
tent with these.
as are nowhere to be found"; De amlcltla 11. 38; Peabody, trans.,
op. olt
p. 31: "We are speaking, however, of such friends as we
have before our eyes, or as we have seen or have known by reIt Is from these that
port,
of such as are found In common life.
we must take our examples, especleQ.ly from such of them as make
the nearest approach to perfect wisdom."
.

.

—

^Vld. p. 8, n. 4.
^ De amlcltla 9.
32; Peabody, trans. , op. clt .. pp. 86, 27:
"But let us have It well vinderstood that the feeling of love and
the endearments of mutual affection spring up from nature Cnatura
flgnl sensuffl dlllgendl et benevolentlae oarltatem] In case there
s a well-established assurance of moral worth In the person of
the loved"; De offlclls 11. 9. 32; Peabody, trans., op. clt .. pp.
123, 124: "For since that very style of character which we call
right and becoming. In Itself gives us pleasure, and by Its nature
and aspect captivates the minds of all, and shines forth with the
greatest lustre from the virtues that I have named, we are therefore compelled by nature herself to love the persons In whom we
think that these virtues are found [a natura Ipsa dlllgere cogl,

ur] .'
'^

De amlcltla 9. 32.
De amlcltla 21. 80; Peabody, trans., op. clt

..

p. 67.

10
to nature.
The love expounded by Cicero having thus been found to bo

one of virtue aooordlng to nature, It may be asked with perti-

nence, especially In view of what will be set forth as Augustine's

doctrine of love. If this Is the only love that Cicero recognizes.
In one passage he catches himself having somehow "digressed from

the friendships of the perfect, that Is, wise men,
so far as wisdom can fall to the lot of man,

a lighter sort."

— to

— wise,

I mean,

friendships of

There are, then, Inferior friendships unworthy

of perfeot men, that Is, men with such perfection of wisdom as Is

attainable.

Nor Is It surprising that there should be for Cicero

both a relatively perfect love and an Imperfect love; for with
the Stoic's regard for the prudence of the wise man Cicero could

scarcely say that the love of that wise man was no better than
that of those who fell short of the sage's wisdom.

Moreover,

there would be little cause for writing the moral treatises on
which Cicero expended so much labor were there no distinction of

attachments.

He would then have only to say. Love ardently with

the only love wherewith there can be any love; Instead he counsels: Contract your friendships prudently.

The objects of the love that discriminates In accordance

with nature are the honesta, the honorable and the noble. Cicero
teaches that whether, according to his own view, virtue be tb«
sole good, or, according to the Peripatetics, It be the chief
good. It Is certain that whatever Is virtuous Is of utility and

he deplores that a separation of the two In order to compare them

But such separation Is made by the agent of the
Inferior love, who, abandoning virtue as the sole object of his

was ever made.

pursuit, hankers after utility and misjudging of the latter— for

only the virtuous Is truly of utility

— he

loves with a base

love.^
The community of virtue whereby the virtuous hall In one
another that which they recognize by nature as good and conse-

quently cherish so as to be drawn thereto and to one another Is
an aspect of the Ciceronian doctrine that calls for a closer examination, especially In view of the Importance of the assocla-

De amlcltla 26. 100; Peabody, trems., op. clt .. p. 68.

^De offlcllB 111.

11

tlon-formlng quality of love In Augustine.

For neither author li

lore the sole associative link; both recognize, for Instance, the

Nevertheless even for Cicero love effects

force of consanguinity.

a powerful drawing together.

Indeed, Cicero has uttered nearly

the ultimate In praise of love's conquest of allentatlon; he does
so In declaring that "man

....

craves another whose soul he may

so blend with his own as almost to make one of the twol"

Now

the loved Is loved because of his virtue and when the lover In

turn Is virtuous he Is also In turn loved and that delectable
reciprocity of love arises which Cicero takes such pleasure In
Once virtue has primed the outgoing of love not
celebrating.

only Is there an effusion of am are but a reciprocity of affection comes Into being for which the resourceful Roman coins the
,

o

In order to bring Cicero and Augustine as close
word re dam are
together as possible before Indicating differences between them
it must be remarked that the af fectlon-lnvltlng virtue may Itself
.

"For It Is not so much

be love, as Is clear from the passage:

benefit obtained through a friend as It Is the very love of the
friend that gives delight," I.e., attracts love. Now whether
love be attracted by a virtue that Is Itself an Instance of affection or by some other virtue, there Is for the lovers a com-

munity of Interests.

...

Cicero counsels "to choose for a friend one

Interested In the same things with ourselves" Inasmuch as dissimilarity of pursuits disengages friendships and the
only thing which keeps the good and the bad apart Is the morum

who Is

.

studlorumgue dlstantla

.

greater than which dlstantla none can be

It Is on account of the unity of the nature which Cicero

foxmd.

expounds and on account of the constancy and universality of Its
regime over love and Its objects that for Cicero love cannot vloI pe amloltla 21. 81; Peabody, trans.,

op. clt .. p. 57.

^De amlcltla 14. 49.
In Ibid 27, 100, Peabody, trans.,
"Cicero de Amlcltla," p. 69, Cicero asserts with char[virtue] has
aoterlstlo felicity of expression that "when
put Itself forth and shown Its light, and has seen and recognized
the same light In another. It draws near to that light, and receives In return what the other has to give; and from this InterIs kindled
call It what you may,
course love, or friendship,
Cex quo exardesclt slve amor slve amlcltla].'
^De amlcltla 14. 51; Peabody, trans., op. clt .. p. 40.
.

op. clt

.

.

....

—

—

^De amlcltla 18. 65; Peabody, trans., op. clt
^De amloltla 20. 74.

.

.

p. 49.

"

12
late the principle,

"friends have all things In common, and that

a conflict between expediency or utility and unoalculat Ing love

cannot arise, but a man "loves himself not more dearly than he
loves his friend."

Nevertheless, It Is one thing to agree on what kind of
object Is lovable and quite another to actually love the lovable.
Indeed, agreement as to what kind of thing is lovable Is only one
condition of friendship and, In virtue of being according to nature, perhaps in some sense the most facile.

So exacting are the

other conditions of the effective cultivation of friendship that
Cicero teaches that one can have at the most only a few friends.

Consequently, though agreement as to what kind of thing is lovable

actually is coextensive with the universe, the loves of friendship never lay hold effectively on any large circles; in fact,
they embrace nothing more than the parties to friendship, and
therefore the bond of love as expounded by Cicero falls to acoom-

plish associations of political scope. Because of its ooextensiveness, In the view of Cicero, with the world, eigreement as to
what deserves being loved with the love of friendship is for him
a bond sufficiently capacious for application to politics.

But
agreement as to what kind of thing is worthy of the love of
friendship is agreement as to what is virtuous emd therefore as
to what is Just.
VThereas, then, Augustine's associations, as we
shcdl see, are those of operating loves, Cicero's associations,
not excluding the limited friendships which he defines In terms
of fellow feeling, are formed by agreement as to right.

And
though the right of nature is so universally recognized that all
the world is thereby formed into one commonwealth, still the right
that is agreed to can be so qualified by local legislation as to
be exactly of the scope required for the determination of particu-

lar commonwealths.
The practice of philosophers to subsume under certain notions, chiefly the few organizing concepts of their systems, a
large range of subjects is readily Illustrated by Augustine. For
him even knowledge, which must be limited to Intelligent beings,
is in a manner extended beyond that limitation Inasmuch as plants

"and all other bodily things" in virtue of their perceptible forms

Dele gibus 1. xli. 33, 34; Yonge, trans., op. cit .. p.
413. Vid. De amicitia 14. 50: "eadem bonitas ad multitudinem
pertinet.

^
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"seem to wish to compensate for their own want of knowledge by
In the nature of the case the
proTldlng us with knowledge."

subsumptlon of a universal ramge under the notion of the desire
of perpetuity^ and the notion of love (wlghout any qualification)
Is more readily accomplished.

Augustine applies the latter no-

tion to the whole range of subratlonal beings not properly Included In the scope of the love expounded, as we have Just observed, by Cicero, from beasts at the top to rooks at the bottom.
For If we were beasts, we should love the fleshly and sensual
life, and this would be our sufficient good; and when It was
well with us In respect of It, we should seek nothing beyond.
In like manner, If we were trees, we could not. Indeed, In
the strict sense of the word, love anything; nevertheless we
should seem, as It were, to long for that by which we might
become more abundantly and luxuriantly fruitful. If we were
stones, or waves, or wind, or flame, or anything of that kind,
we should want. Indeed, both sensation and life, yet shoxad
possess a kind of attraction towards our own proper position
and natural order. For the specific gravity of bodies Is, as
It were, their love, whether they are carried downwards by
their weight, or upwards by their levity. For the body Is
borne by Its gravity, as the spirit by love, whithersoever It
Is borne.

Repeatedly there occurs In Augustine this analogizing of the
spiritual movement of love to aspects of bodily life and behavior.
Not only Is love to the soul as weight and moving force are to
the body. In a number of passages In addition to the one Just
cited,
In the commentary on Psalm 39 Is found the striking state-

—

ment. Ipse amor cursus est

—but

love Is declared to be the hand
In this analogizing of the several

of the spirit.
kinds of movements and appetites Augustine Is distinguished from
Cicero despite the notice we have seen the latter take of Empedo-

and the foot

olas.

Even such a nonanaloglcal explication of the term as Is
^

De clvltate Del xl. xxvll. 2; PL, XLI, 341; NPNF

.

II,

221.
^

De olvltate Del xl. xxvll. 1; PL, XLI, 341; NPNF II,
"In fine, even the lifeless bodies, which want not only sensation but seminal life, yet either seek the upper air or sink
deep, or are balanced In an Intermediate position, so that they
may protect their existence In that situation where they can exist
In most accordance with their nature."
.

220:

'^

De clvltate Del xl. xxvlll; PL, XLI, 342; NPNF

.

^

Enarratlo In Psalmum xxxlx. 11; PL, XXXVI, 441.

^

Enarratlo In Psalmum Ix. 15; PL, XXXVI, 124.

II, 221.
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found In the definition wherein Augustine denies that "lore la
anything else than to desire a thing on Its own aooount" Is not
unsusceptible of a nonhuman applloatlon; It might be pointed out
that Just as possessing an attraction has already been used of
the Insensate, so the addition of "for Its own sake" or "not for
Its own sake" might be made with no great strain on the under-

standing.

Nor does the example from the relation of husband and

wife that Is used to enforoe the gratuitousness of lore preclude
the application of the notion of the simplicity of love to the

For "he does not

attraction of one Insensate thing for another.

love his wife who loves her on account of her dowry; nor does
she love her husband chastely who loves him on this account that

he has given her something or because he has given something

As things that cannot possess knowledge yet seem to
compensate for this lack by causing us to know, so things that
are unconscious of the attraction to which they are subjected by

great."

other things can nevertheless seem to us to be either simply attracted or else attracted for the sake of something ulterior.
But when Augustine Inquires, "What Is gratuitously?" and answers,

"Himself on His own account, not on that of anything else.

For

If you praise God In order that He might give you anything else,

you do not yet love Him freely," It Is clear that he Is thinking
of rational subjects when he speaks of the freedom of love, for
as the Irrational Is Incapable of being blessed,

capable, In the proper sense, of praising

consideration of an ulterior object.

Gtod

so Is It In-

either freely or In

The conjunction of the as-

sertion, "Since one cannot be blessed through oneself, one loves

something else whence one Is blessed,"

together with the denial

of capacity of beatitude In the Irrational shows that In addition
to his analogical conception of love whereby all the world Is In
love, there Is also, for Augustine, a use of the term which he

restricts entirely to reference to rational beings, vlr.,
•'•

(Jod,

De dlversls ouaestionlbus Ixxxlil. zxxv. 1; PL, XL, 23.

T^narratlo In Psalmum Iv. 17; PL, XXXVI, 668.
'

HCnarratlo In Psalmum 1111. 10; PL, XXXVI, 626.

*
^

De olvitate Del xll. 1. 2; PL, XLI, 349; NPNF

.

II, 226.

Serao de discipline Christiana vl. 6; PL, XL, 672.

"
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angels, and man.

Although what one loves is «aways what one regards as
the fountain of his Joy, nevertheless Inasmuch as It Is possible

to be mistaken as to what is the source of one's happiness, loves
are distinguished as to whether they are directed to the true
source or to a false one. And although the false sources of hap-

piness are many, In the Important characteristic of their being
feG.se they are regarded as one, with the result that there Is a
sharp bifurcation of love in the doctrine of Augustine. Whereas
In Cloero the tendency Is to minimize or treat faintly the lower

element of his division of love. In Augustine both the love that
Is directed to what ought to be loved and that which pursues a
false spring of beatitude receive a very ample treatment. There
Is, then, the love for the true source of good, an ascending love,
And aland a love for false sources of good, a descending love.
though Augustine Is not rigidly consistent as to the names he applies to the rigidly distinguished loves, oarltas designates the

The two loves are inascending kind, cuplditas the descending.
decrease of the
one
is
the
the
compatible and the Increase of
Incompatible
the
two
On the other hand, not only are
other.

loves able to coexist in a man, but the coexistence is beneficial
to the end that the higher may displace the lower.
Caritas is the virtue by which the proper object of love
^
Enarratlo in Psalmum cxxii. 1; PL, XXXVII, 1629, 1630:
Desiderio enim bono
"Omnis amor aut ascendlt aut descendit.
levamur ad Deum, et desiderio malo ad ima praeoipltamur.
,

^narratlo in Psalmum ix. 15; FL^ XXXVI, 124: "amor: qui
cum pravus est, vocatur cuplditas aut libido; cum autem rectus,
dilectio vel oarltas."' Enarratlo in Psalmum xxxi. 5: PL, XXXVI,
260: "Amor Dei, amor proxlml, caritas dicitur; amor miondi, amor
hulus saecull, cuplditas dicitur."
"'sermo cxxv. 7; PL, XLVIII, 694; "Amor saecull non oompatltur amorem Dei.... Non enlm potest amare quod aeternum est,
nisi destlterit amare quod temporale est."

De dlversls quaestionibus Ixxxxlli. xxxvl. 1; PL, XL,
25:"Nutrlmentum eius Lcarltatls] est, imminutlo cupidltatis; perfeotlo, nulla cuplditas."
^

De olvltate Dei xi xxvlii; PL, XLI, 342: "Possunt enim
ambo [eunores] esse in uno homlne, et hoc bonum est hominl, ut
lllo proflolente quo bene vlvlmus, iste deflclat quo male vlvlmus,
donee ad perfeotum sanetur, et in bonum commutetur omne quod vlvlmus."
.
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the affection of Joy In the Lord on HI3 own account
2
The only one vho
and In one's neighbor also on Clod's account.
Is loved,

grants charity is God, the true object of love, and He does so

through the Holy Qfaost.

for the sake of Jesus Christ

Cupiditas is the enjoyment of creatures which is not on
God's account.

It is the love of that of which one can be un-

willingly dispossessed.

And designating a love that disregards

the Creator Who is to be loved and through Whom alone any of His

creatures is to be desired, the word is used, as has been intimated, in a bad sense.

7

If the origin of cupiditas be inquired

after, oaritas having been found to be the gift of God, the an-

swer is of course that it is not from God, being, indeed, unique
Q

in all the universe in the characteristic of not being from Him.

Cupiditas is defective, arising from a failure to appropriate
God's gift of caritas whereby He alone is loved. For, to transcribe the heading of the seventh chapter of Book XII of De civi-

tate Dei

,

"the efficient cause of an evil will is not to be in-

^ Epistolarum
classis III clxvii. iv. 15; PL, XXXIII, 739:
"Virtus est oaritas, qua id quod diligendum est diligitur."

^De doctrina Christiana ill. 10. 16; PL. XXXIV, 72: "Caritatem voce motum animl ad fruendum Deo propter ipsum, et se atque
proximo propter Deum."
^De civitate Dei xxi. 16; PL, XLI, 730: "[Dei amorem]
quem nisi Deus ipse non donat, nee aliter nisi per Mediatorem Dei
et h(Mninum hominem Jesum Christum, qui factus est particeps mortalitatis nostras, ut nos participes faceret divinitatis suae."
*

^

Epistolarum classis III ccxvili. 2; PL, XXXIII, 990:
"Quia et ipsa caritas Dei, quae perfecta foras mittit timorem (I
Joan IV, 18), non per vires nostras, id est humanas, dlffunditur
in cordibus nostris, sed siout dicit Apostolus, per Spiritum sanctum qui datua est nobis ( Rom V, 5)."
.

.

^

De doctrina Christiana ill. 10. 16; PL, XXXIV, 72:
"Cupiditatem autem Cvooo], motum animi ad fruendum se et proximo
et quolibet corpore non propter Deum."
^

De libero arbitrio 1. 4. 10; PL, XXXII, 1227: "Quam
[cupiditatem] esse Jam apparet earum rerum amorem, quas potest
quisque invitus amittere."
7

De sermone Domini in monte ii. 22. 75; PL, XXXIV, 1303:
"Nam in malls flagitlosisque factis cupiditas proprie dlcitur."
^
Enarratio in Psalmum xxxll. 12; PL, XXXVI, 291:
enim mala cupiditas, quae non est a Deo."

"Est
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quired after." The causes of the bad will are deficient, not efficient, and a desire to know them la as erring as the desire to
see darkness, which, while Indeed known to the eye, Is known non
sane In specie, sed In speclel prlvatlone.
The word "enjoyment," frul has occurred In what has been
.

set forth as Augustine's explication of the notions of carltas
and cupldltas and this Is the place In which to note Its relation

to those notions as well as to utl In the Augustlnlan usage,
which usage Is Illustrated In a statement that occurs appropriately In the chapter In De clvltate Del entitled "Concerning the
Cause and Obstinacy of Cain's Crime, Whom the Word of God Did Not
Recall Prom His Atrocious Thought": "The good Indeed so use the

world that they might enjoy Ood, but the evil on the other hand
wish to make use of Ood In order that they might enjoy the
world. "^ Q-od Is to be enjoyed, only enjoyed, and alone enjoyed;
creatures are to be used, only used, and alone used, except that
but only propter Deum.
one may enjoy oneself and one's neighbor,
For while Insisting upon the preeminence of Ood, the great bipartite commandment orders man to love his neighbor as himself, thus
Imposing the requirement of lore for three objects. And that
Augustine takes seriously the commandment to love oneself he
shows by making It an argument for the abandonment of evil In
that he asks:

"If therefore you love Iniquity, do you think that
Frul and utl . then, are related to each

you love yourself?"

other In such a way that the objects of carltas are properly the
objects of frul and those of cupldltas the proper objects of utl
utl however, thus defined being In some range necessary to good

.

.

men, whereas cupldltas Is altogether forbidden.

Such being the character of carltas and cupldltas It follows that they are respectively the roots of all good emd of all
evll.^ The emotions and affections that spring from a holy and
^

De olvltate Del xll. 7; PL, XLI, 355.

^

De clvltate Del xv. 7. 1; PL, XLI, 443, 444: "Bonl
qulppe ad hoc utuntur mundo, ut fruantxir Deo: mall autem contra,
ut fruantur mundo, utl volunt Deo."
''vid.

^
^

supra

.

p. 16, n. 8.

Enarratlo In Psalmum oxl. 2; PL, XXXVII, 1816.

Enarratlo In Psalmum xc. 8; PL, XXXVII, 1154: "ftuomodo
enlm radix omnium malorum cupldltas (I Tim. VI, 10), sic radix
omnium bonorum carltas est."
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charitable heart, although they are associated with the weakness
of this present life, are nevertheless good regardless of how the

Stoics decry them.

On the other hand continence Is good only

when practised secundum fldem summl bonl

2
.

which good Is Sod.

So

necessary Is carltas to the goodness of affections that even the
love of members of one's family must be according to Christ In
order to pass Judgment.

In the absence of charity knowledge It-

self 'does no good, but Inflates a man or magnifies him with an

empty wlndlness.

.3

It Is natural, then, that virtue should be defined In re-

lation to love even as the order of love

,

for to love

(Jod,

Who is

supreme and alone good In Himself, and whatever else Is loved,
only on His account, this Is good love and all other loves are
bad.

Wnen the miser prefers his gold to Justice [Itself a term, as
we shall see, to be defined In terms of order]. It Is through
no fault of the gold, but of the man; and so with every created thing. For thou^ It be good. It may be loved with an
evil as well as with a good love: It Is loved rightly when It
It Is this
Is loved ordlnately; evilly, when Inordinately.
which some one has briefly said In these verses In praise of
the Creator: "These are Thine, they are good, because Thou
art good who didst create them. There Is In them nothing of
ours, unless the sin which we commit when we forget the order
of things, and instead of Thee love that which Thou hast
made."
But If the Creator Is truly loved, that Is, If He Himself
Is loved and not another thing In His stead. He cannot be
evilly loved; for love Itself Is to be ordlnately loved, because we do well to love that which, when we love It, makes
So that It seems to me that It
us live well and virtuously.
Is a brief but true definition of virtue to say. It Is the
order of love; and on this account, In the Canticles, the
bride of Christ, the city of God, sings, "Order love within
me. "4

Indeed, the two terms of love and order In which this

definition of virtue Is made are the two concepts about which the
material In the larger part of this study Is orgemlted. So far
love has been considered; next will be considered order, not
without reference to that love which Is In such great need of
•'-

De clvltate Del xlv. 8, 9; PL, XLI, 411-417.

^e
•^

^

clvltate Del xv. 20. 1; PL, XLI, 463.

De clvltate Del Ix. 20; PL, XLI, 273; NPNF

De clvltate Del xv. 22; PL, XLI, 467; NPNF

.

II, 177.

.

II, 303.

^
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But before passing from the one to the other we have

ordering.

yet to see If the two loves that we have found to be sharply dis-

tinguished by Augustine, I.e., oarltas and oupldltas

.

are oharac-

terlsed as the foirmers of associations.
Despite the foreknown event that by the advent of sin has
made mankind, though propagated from one Individual

men they are from Adam**

—more

— "If

they are
bellicose within Its speoles than

are lions and dragons within theirs, though propagated from many

Individuals,

Q-od

does so prlxe unity that that propagation from

one Individual was nevertheless Instituted for the edlfloatlon of

those who through remission of sins are Joined again into a blissful unity,

"inasmuch as the carnal are divided among themselves,

whereas the spiritual are in no way sundered."
For
Ood created only one single man, not, certainly, that he
might be a solitary, bereft of all society, but that by this
means the unity of sooiety and the bond of concord might be
be more effectually commended to him, men being bound together not only by Bimilarity of nature, but by family affection.
And indeed He did not even create the woman who was to
be given him as wife, as He created man, but created her out
of the man, that the whole race might derive from one man.^
So inadequate a moment of unification has that "certain communion
of a single and identical nature" become that silthough bound to-

gether by it
the sooiety of mortals spread abroad throughout the earth
is yet
everywhere, and in the most diverse places,
for the most part divided against itself, and the strongest
oppress the others, because all follow after their own interests and lusts, while what is longed for either suffices for
For
none, or not for all, because it is not the very thing.
the vanquished succumb to the victorious, preferring any sort
of peace and safety to freedom itself; so that they who choose
to die rather than be slaves have been greatly wondered at.
For in almost all nations the very voice of nature somehow
proclaims, that those who happen to be conquered should choose
rather to be subject to their conquerors than be killed by all
kinds of warlike de struct ion.

....

Nevertheless, despite the inequity and oppression of governments,
government is itself another moment of unification. For by Rome,
^

De oivitate Dei xvi. 8. 2; PL, XLI, 487; NPNF, II, 316.

^e

oivitate Dei xii. 22; PL, XLI, 372, 373; NPNF

.

II,

241.

362.

^

De oivitate Del xvi. 24. 2; PL, XLI, 502.

^

De oivitate Del xii. 21; PL, XLI, 372; NPNF, II, 241.

^

De oivitate Dei xviii. 2. 1; PL, XLI, 660; NPNF

.

II, 361,
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pleased to conquer the whole world,
and subdue It far and wide by bringing It Into one fellowship of
Augustine's high regard for the civic
government and laws."
moment of unification he reveals in a comment made In connection
with an account of David, the music lan-klng: "For the rational

"a second Babylon," "O-od was

and well ordered concord of diverse sounds In harmonious variety
Certainly
suggests the compact unity of the well-ordered city."
drew
after
it
"orchestra"
the
concept
one in whose reflections
of
the
sponsorbecause
that of "municipal" or "metropolitan" not
ship but because of the sheer order of municipal organization and
function had a very high opinion of the latter.
But It Is evident that for Augustine even this choicest
bond of governmental and legal association has been vitiated by
sin and that something stronger still Is required to bind men to-

gether.
The most potent bond of all Is love.

"Charity

....

does not sunder unity, whose strongest chain she herself Is."
Something of the approprlatlve and transferentlal power of love
as Augustine expounds the term Is suggested by an assertion In
the admonitory conclusion of an epistle to a Roman woman refugee:

"Let each of you do what she can: what the one cannot do she does

In her who can, If In the other she loves what that other In like
manner does not do because she Is unable."
Even In the absence of explicit statement In Augustine
that It Is love which exerts the greatest associative force, one
might conclude as much from the rest of his doctrine. For "those

who have this good [that of drawing nigh to God] In common, have,
both with Him to whom they draw near, and with one another, a

—

holy fellowship, and form one city of God His living sacrifice,
5
If, then, a holy society is realized in
and His living temple."
^ De civitate Del xvlli.
22; H., XLI, 578; NPNF .

II, 372.

^e civltate Dei xvll. 14; PL^ XLI, 547; NPNF II, 352.
There is thus a sense in which the phrase "municipal orchestra"
is redundant.
.

De dlversls quaestionibus ad Simplicianum 11. 10; PL,
XL, 137.
^

Eplstolarum classls III oxxx. 16. 31; PL, XXXIII, 507.

^

Eplstolarum classis IV oclvlll. 1; PL, XXXIII, 1071.
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them that draw nigh unto

(Jod;

If all who absent themselves from

Him do 80 by defect of love; If as they have defeotlve loves they
are also associated In unities vitiated by dlvlslveness; If,

finally, all other moments of association are Impotent to hold

men together, It must be that love binds and that perfect love

binds perfectly.
In explication of the structure of Augustine's love association we submit three p>a8sages:
Of amlcltla regarding Cicero's definition of which Augus.

tine observes that It Is expressed "most truly,"

the latter as-

serts that "It has Its being not apart from mutual love."

With

the mutual love of this statement Is to be compared the words sub-

stituted by Augustine for Cicero's In the definition of "people":
"associated by common agreement concerning the things which It
desires."

The latter expression,

to be sure,

does not contain

the phrase "common love," nevertheless If there Is agreement as

to the objects of love there Is common love, for love Is common
In virtue of being directed toward one object and being felt by

several subjects.

We have, then,

from the first passage a mutual

love, and from the second a common love.

The relation of these

two Is set forth In a third passage, In which Augustine Illustrates

by the theater, which he rightly deplores, the genesis and character of a love association.
For In the theaters, dens of Iniquity though they be. If a man
Is fond of a particular actor, and enjoys his art as a great
or even as the very greatest good, he Is fond of all who Join
with him In admiration of his favorite, not for their own
sakes, but for the ssike of him whom they admire in common;
and the more fervent he Is In his admiration, the more he
works In every way to assure new admirers for him, and the
more anxious he becomes to show him to others; and If he find
anyone comparatively Indifferent, he does all he can to excite his interest iSy urging his favorite merits: If, however,
he meet with any one who opposes him, he Is exceedingly displeased by such a man's contempt of his favorite, and strives
In every way he can to remove It.*
Let us seek In a comparison of relations of varying In^
o
'^

Eplstolarum classls IV cclvlll. 1; PL, XXXIII, 1071.
De fide rerum quae non vldentur 1. 2. 4; PL, XL, 173.

De clvltate Del xlx. 24; PL, XLI, 655.

Vld. supra

.

p.

2.

* De doctrlna Christiana 1.
II, 630.

29. 30; PL,

XXXIV, 30; NPNF,
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volvement to understand the structure of a love association as

formed between two principals.

A

>

B

Pig. 1
If A loves B for the sake, for Instance,

of B'a prodigal-

ity, a friendly association cannot merely on this account be affirmed to exist between them, for B may avoid A.

^

"

Fig. 2
If A continues In that love for B and B loves A on ac-

count of, for Instance, his musical talent, a friendly association of one kind exists, for there Is mutual love.

But there Is

no common love.

Pig. 3
If A imd B love the same object a common love exists, but

not a mutual love without their recognizing emd loving, laterally,

each the other's love for the primary object, which may be called
the frontal love.

23
If A reoognltes and loves B'3 love for the object of a

common love but B falls to love A with a like love, conceivably
out of ignorance that there is a common love, then a friendly association exists no more than in the first situation.

Fig. 6

If A loves B for B's love of an object loved in common
and B loves A for A's love of another object loved in common, then
mutual love exists, and, in virtue of a mutual love, a friendly

association.

But the lateral loves being due to different common

loves, an association more complex than necessary for friendship

has arisen.

The fifth structure is really a compound of two of

the second kind of structures, with the relations turned about.

The simplest love association in xirtue of a common love
la one in which the latercd loves are due to a single common love.

Augustine's love association formed by ceu'itae is obviously of the sixth type of relation, for all who love
sarily love the same being.

(Jod

neces-

Even cupiditas associations may be

of this type, as that of the theater-goers in the citation, for

they love the same actor.

Let us now examine the friendships expounded by Cicero in
order to ascertain their type.
Consider his statement: "Since

virtue attracts friendship, as

I

have said, if there shines forth

any manifestation of virtue with which a mind similarly disposed
can come into contact and union, from such intercourse love must

24

of necessity spring."

It Is perhaps easily assumed that Cicero's

love structure corresponds to Augustine's In the Important char-

acteristic of Including both, to repeat the use of terms we have

already adopted, frontal and lateral affections and to proceed to
the question whether there Is anything to prevent the "signification of virtue" which attracts the friend from being that of a
specific virtue rather than of the generic goodness which Includes
If the virtue loved Is generic goodness Itself the
structure would be of the simple sixth type and an association

all virtues.

structure Identical to Augustine's were In being.

But If the sig-

nification of virtue In A loved by B Is his cherishing benevolence

and that In B loved by A is B's pursuing peace with all men, then
It should be re-

we should have a structure of the fifth type.

marked that If this were the case Cicero would still supply for
the two objects each of a common love a nexus In the universal and
constant nature which proclaims Its standard In every heart; that,
In fact, difference of the common loves In consideration of which

the lateral loves come into being Is precluded by the community of

this nature which makes all men recognize and value the same objects.

For whereas In another system It Is conceivable that while

two men actually loved the same two virtues they yet thought each
the other to love only one, the one supposing the other to love

the one virtue and the other supposing this one to love the other

virtue, so that the friendship would be of the fifth type of relation, this cannot be the case In Cicero's system, or at least It

cannot be among men who not only act according to nature but also
know that nature prescribes the same for all men, for nature preSince Cicero furtherscribes that all men should esteem alike.
more speaks elsewhere of the common Interests of friends It would
seem clear that his love associations, like those of Augustine,
are of the sixth type, of which simple associations It Is to be

remarked that for Augustine any number may be superimposed one
upon another. However, It Is exceedingly Important to observe
that the distinction between what we have called frontal and lateral loves Is, in fact, at least not clear In Cicero's system.

What lovers love In each other Is not, as It Is for Augustine,

their loving common objects of love but It Is their virtue, which

may indeed be that of a virtuous love.

Since It Is on account of

^Vld. p. 7, n. 3; cf. p. 9, n. 2.

—
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the virtue of the beloved that he is loved, Cicero's love struc-

ture is of types one emd two rather than of the more elaborate
kinds,

in which distinction is made between the so-called frontal

and lateral affections, and is thus simpler than Augustine's.
A loves B for the sake of B's virtue, unilateral love exists.

If

If

at the same time B loves A for the sake of the same virtue or of
some other virtue, love is requited and friendship is in being.

While for Augustine the lateral bonds of a common so-called frontal love draw together all lovers sharing the frontal love, for

Cicero love has only the frontal aspect and is directed to the

man in whom is recognized an embodiment or "signification" of virNow although Judgment as to what is virtuous is for Cicero
tue.
uniform in all creatures, nevertheless embodiment of virtue is
not universal nor is It uniform in those who are virtuous.

In-

deed, the embodiment, exhibition, and appreciation of virtue in

friends requires such attention that, as we have observed, a man
can have but few friends. Furthermore, whether the embodiment be
facile or not, the very fact that it is embodiment of virtue rather

— the

than love of some common object of love that is loved

love

thus loved being loved in addition to the object of frontal love

limits the scope of the Ciceronian love association to two prlncipeQ.8,

whereas in Augustine the scope is illimitable, except as

competition over a finite object disrupts love associations.
Thus the scope of love associations is different for
Cicero from what it is for Augustine by virtue of the difference
Furthermore there is a
of the structure of their associations.

difference between the presentations of the two writers in regard
Cicero insists so strongly
to the quality of love associations.
upon the virtuous conditions of friendship that it is by the co-

hesiveness of the good love according to his system that his love
In Augustine, on the other
associations, friendships, are formed.
hand, associations are formed as easily by inordinate love as by
orderly love, except that where the love is for the proper object,
the Highest, there is no competition, whereas associations formed

by cupiditas have their cohesion disturbed and counteracted by

sundering moments, the common love of any object other than God
being a competitive love because of the private pull of each lover's self.

For the possession of goodness is by no means diminished by
being shared with a partner either permanent or temporarily
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assumed; on the contrary the possession of goodness Is Increased In proportion to the concord emd charity of each of
those who share It.
In short, he who Is unwilling to share
his possession cannot have It; and he who Is most willing to
admit others to a share of It will have the greatest abundance to himself.
The quarrel, theit, between Romulus and
Remus shows how the earthly city Is divided against Itself;
that which fell out between Cain and Abel Illustrated the
hatred that subsists between the two cities, that of God and
that of men. The wicked war with the wicked; the good also
war with the wicked. But with the good, good men, or at
least perfectly good men, cannot war; though, while only going on towards perfection, they war to this extent, that
every good man resists others In those points In which he resists himself. And In each Individual "the flesh lusteth
against the spirit, and the spirit against the flesh. "^

For Avigustlne there Is Just as fundamental a bifurcation
For It

of association among rational beings as there Is of love.

is precisely the point of this section of our study that the basic
twofold classification of society Is exactly the consequence of

the grand division of amor Into carltas and cupldltas .

If carltas

Is essentially distinct from all other love, the Individuals who

possess It must be formed by Its associative power Into a community
distinct from all others. And if cupldltas In the great multitude
of Its forms In the disordered race of usurpations Is principally

distinct from carltas, then there must be a homogeneity of un-

heavenllness In all the discordant fragments that fall outside
the celestial community.

For whatever communities. I.e., sharlngs,

of love there are, they must, In consequence of the assoclatlve-

ness of each love, result In as many societies.
That, after the basic distinction has been made, there

should be many societies for Augustine Is obvious when one considers that beside the rationality of its citizens community of love
is made the only earmark of being a people

— and

certainly the au-

thor of De clvitate Del had a lively sense of the ethnic diversity
of mankind.

Of the subdivisions that follow upon the basic bi-

furcation of society into the city of God and the city terrestrial
are those formed by taking account of the distinction between beings human and angelic.

The angelic beings, as we shall observe

in the next chapter, differ from men in being without earthly
^
De clvitate Del xv. 5; PL, XLI, 441, 442; NPNF, II, 287.
Cf. De clvitate Del v. g4; PL, XET, 170, 171; NPNF "ITT 106:
.
.
if they fear, love, and worship God; if
Kings "are happy
.
more than their own they love that kingdom in which they are not
afraid to have partners."
.

.

2

bodies —/Augustine
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asserts they have aerial

—

,

In being lanortal,

and In the possession of a higher mode of knowledge, the "noonday
knowledge" of apprehension "in the wisdom of C^od."

By the In-

tersection of the line separating the angelic nature from the
human and of that between the two loves four groups are distinguished, those of blessed angels and of reprobate, and those of

devout human beings and of wilful.

It must be noted, however,

that the distinction between the human and angelic natures Is for

Augustine so secondary In comparison with the distinction of loves
that he asserts,
I see that I must first, so far as I can, adduce what may
demonstrate that It is not Incongruous and unsuitable to speak
of a society composed of angels and men together; so that
two, namely, of anthere are not four cities or societies,
gels and as many of men, but rather two In all, one composed
of the- good, the other of the wicked, angels or men Indiffer-

—

—

ently.

Our study of the Augustlnlan doctrine of love and Itc as-

sociations leads us, then, to a recognition of two societies, the

distinction of which and, naturally, the praise and felicitation
of the glorious one of which, are the purpose of the composition
of De civltate Del .

Accordingly, two cities have been formed by two loves: the
earthly by the love of self, even to the contempt of God; the
heavenly by the love of God, even to the contempt of self.
The former. In a word, glories In Itself, the latter in the
Lord
The one lifts up Its head In Its own glory; the
other says to Its God, "Thou art my glory and the lifter up
of my head."
In the one, the princes and the nations it subdues are ruled by the love of ruling; In the other, the
princes and the subjects serve one another in love, the latThe one
ter obeying, while the former take thought for all.
delights in Its own strength, represented in the persons of
Lord,
Its rulers; the other says to Its God, "I love Thee,
my strength." And therefore the wise men of the one city,
living according to man, have sought for profit to their own
bodies or souls, or both, and those who have known God "glorified Him not as God, neither were thankful, but became vain
in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened;
professing themselves to be wise," that is, glorying In
"they became
their own wisdom, and being possessed by pride,
fools, and changed the glory of the incorruptible God into an
imago made like to corruptible man, and to birds, and fourfooted beasts, and creeping things." For they were either
leaders or followers of the people in adoring images, 'and
worshipped and served the creature more than the Creator, who

—

^

^

—

De civltate Dei xl. 29; PL, XLI, 343; NPNF

.

II,

De civltate Dei xll. 1. 1; PL, XLI, 349; NPNF

.

222.
II, 226.
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Is

blessed for ever."

It Is on the score of the prevalence of this very Idolatry that

Augustine Is obliged to deny the Justice of the Roman state and
to alter the definition of nationality.
But In the other city there Is no human wisdom, but only godliness, which offers due worship to the true Ood, and looks
for Its reward In the society of the saints, of holy angels
as well as holy men, "that Ood might be all In all."-'•'•

283.

De clvltate Del xlv. 28; PL, XLI, 436; NPNF, II, 282,

CHAPTER II

JUSTICE AND RELATED CONCEPTS
The foregoing study of love Is germane to this Inquiry
because of the Importance of love for Augustine rather than for
Cicero, and the latter'

s

doctrine of love Is treated In order to
Cicero reoognlies, as we have seen,

set forth the difference.

both a qualitative distinction of attachments and their coheslveness but Is preoccupied with the natural regime that dictates

universally what ought to be loved by saying what is good and,
Indeed, It Is agreement as to what

particularly, what Is Just.
Is Just

— together

gether a people.

—

with common advantage that for him binds toAugustine, on the other hand, Is obliged to re-

ject a definition of "people" In terms of Justice emd to substitute one In terms of the notion that In Cicero Is quite secondary.
In turning from love to Justice we take up the examination of a

concept prominent for both authors: for Cicero because he, as we
have Just remarked, uses It In the definition of the state; for

Augustine because he, though rejecting such use of It, goes to
considerable length In explicating the term he Is obliged to reject In the definition of "people."

Justice is then of Importance

to both authors If only because It Is central to the earlier,

while the latter has given us an avowedly self-comparing study in

relation to the earlier.

Nevertheless, even in a non-comparative

study by Augustine, in a work even on the two civitates wherein

he set forth his doctrine independently of consideration of any
other political philosophy. Justice would figure, if not necessarily in its own part strictly, at least by its connection with
•rder, which is eminently an Important concept for Augustine.
The preceding explanation of Augustine's doctrine of love has
been made of necessity not without some regard for the place of
order; to set forth with any fulness his doctrine of order is to

expound a large part of his thought and to make evident why Justice is so different for Augustine from what it is for Cicero
that wherejas pagan Rome was, in Cicero's view, eminently Just in
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so
Its best days, for Augustine It nerer oould be Just.
But first we must expound the Ciceronian doctrine of Justice.

In defining Justice as "the distributing to each the
things that are his," Cicero adopts a description of great currency among the ancients. This description Augustine himself
adopts; therefore eren If there were any disinclination to pro-

ceed with the Inquiry how that which Is due each one Is to be
determined, Augustine's acceptance of this definition compels us
to go on.

Justice Is determined by law.
adopt In the profession "without which

Laellus the lawyer Is an
no one can know

....

what Is his own and what Is another's."^ Law, In turn, Is of two
for example, that of the Qulrltes,
kinds, the civil ( lex clvllls )
.

"that common law of nature which
and the natural ( lex naturae )
forbids," for Instance, "that anything should belong to anyone,
except to a man who knows how to use and employ It wisely."
.

Phllus, speaking In De re publloa In the assxxmed manner of Carneades, argues at some length that the civil law of particular

states Is Inconsistent; ranging from country to country or from
period to period one finds opposltes In force. It Is, however,
Cicero's doctrine that opposition of civil law or private conversation to the law of nature can not be successfully maintained.
The constancy and universality of that law Laellus celebrates In
the much-quoted passage:

—

—

There Is In fact a true law namely, right reason which
Is In accordance with nature, applies to all men, and Is unchangeable and eternal. By Its commands this law summons men
to the performance of their duties; by Its prohibitions It re-

stradns them from doing wrong. Its commands and prohibitions
always influence good men, but are without effect upon the bad.
To Invalidate this law by human legislation Is never morally
^

De re publlca 1. 13, 20; On the Commonwealth 0. H. Sa^
bine and B. B. Smith, trans. (Columbus: Ohio State Univ. Press,
1929), p. 118. Cf. De re publlca v. 2. 3, where It Is asserted
that In the most kingly function of expounding Justice was em"(Nihil esse tarn) regale quam
braced the Interpretation of lus.
explanationem aequltatls. In qua lurls erat Interpretatlo." That
lus Is here to be related to the Judiciary Is apparent from the
context, wherein Cicero observes, "neo vero qulsquam prlvatus erat
dlsceptator aut arbiter litis, sed omnia conflclebantiir ludlclls
reglls."
.

^De re publlca 1. 17. 27; Sabine and Smith, trans., ©2.
clt .. p. 122.
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right, nor Is It permissible ever to irestrlot Its operation,
emd to annul It Is wholly Impossible. Neither the senate nor
the people oan absolve us from our obligation to obey this
lav, and It requires no Bextlus Aellua to expound and Interpret It
It will not lay down one rule at Rome and another
at Athens, nor will It be one rule today and another tomorrow.
But there will be one law, eternal and unchangeable, binding
at all times upon all peoples; and there will be, as It were,
one common master and ruler of men, namely God, who Is the
author of this law. Its Interpreter, and sponsor. The man
who will not obey It will abandon his better self, amd. In
denying the true nature of a man, will thereby suffer the seTerest of penalties, though he has escaped all the other consequences which men call punishment.-''
.

Our search for the determination of Justice thus brings
us to right reason.

There Is no place nor time outside the regime

of right reason, and right reason Is always and everywhere con-

sistent with Itself, It being "unchangeable and eternal* and leg-

islating with a single voice.

Now If universal right reason

yields one unlverseO. statement of what Is Just and If a people Is

such In virtue of agreement as to what Is Justice, then there Is
but one people or political order and Its affair Is one common-

wealth.

This consequence of the one commonwealth, however, does

not preclude the formation of various associations therein by

agreement regarding particular lua determined by civil law, such
as that of the Romans.

But the associations formed by agreement
concerning particular lus never fall without the whole of the one

commonwealth and no degree of partloularlzatlon of the local lus
divests or excuses him who consents to It from participation In
the affair of the one universal order, of which he Is necessarily

and Immediately a member.
In regard to universal reasonableness of men It Is very
Important to observe that Cicero Is confident In the operation of
this right Judgment of men not when they sit down In reflection
but when they are active In the Interests of the state.

Nor can

he be certain of the reasonableness of any single Individual

indeed of a single era

—

;

— nor

such certainty as we can have as to the

correctness of any Judgment or the prudence of any action Is to be
had only by viewing them in the light of the wisdom embodied In
the exceedingly venerable and richly composite Roman empire.

There are Platonic strains in Cicero's thought, even Pythagorean
De re publloa ill. 22. 33; Sabine and Smith, trans., og.
Olt., pp. 216, 216.
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echoes, as In Bclplo's Dream.

There Is the "eternal and dlrine'

the sole reflection on which, vlth a contempt for all things hu-

man and Inferior to wisdom. Is so exalted as not to be excelled
There are the mathematically

even by the kingly prerogatlre.

organised heavens and there Is the niimber seren, the Imot with
4

Sclplo pronounces them 'the common
which the universe Is tied.
teachers of educated men, who see with their eyes, as It were,
those things which we hardly know by hearsay."

In reply to Lae-

llus' Inquiry who these might be he answers, "Those who by their

Investigations Into natural philosophy have come to the conclusion
that the whole world (Is governed) by (a single) mind."

On the

other hand passages which either deny the adequacy of contempla^

tlon or disparage Its exercise In the making of a statesman not
only occur In De re publlca but are more In accord with Its general tenor.

Thus the studies of the Greeks, while It Is conceded

that they have a bearing on the commonwealth, are conceived to do
so by slightly sharpening the wit of boys that they might the more

easily learn what Is of greater consequence.
state Is "the chief mark or duty of the good";

Service to the

consequently the

matters of major consequence, of greater concern even than events
In the heavens, are those at hand In the Roman community.^ "There-^ fore," pleads Oloero by the mouth of the Interlocutor,! 'If
'^

you'

please, bring down your conversation from the remote heavens to
these nearer topics of ecu>th.'

To be carefully remarked Is the

sharp antithesis between "discussions" and "acts and accomplishments" In such a statement of Cicero's as the following:
^ De
re publlca 1. 17. 28; Sabine and Smith, trans., og.
olt., p. 1E3.
o

De re publlca vl. 18. 18.
•«

De re publlca 1. 36, 56; Sabine and Smith, trans., og.
olt., p. 141.

*De re publlca 1. 18. 30.
De re publlca 1. 20. 33; Sabine and Smith, trans., o£.
olt., p. I25T
De re publlca 1. 19. 32; Sabine and Smith, trans., 0£.
clt.. p. 126.
7

De re publlca 1. 21. 34; Sabine and Smith, trans., o^.
clt., p. 127.
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Certainly, though all the dlsousslons of philosophers
contain abundant souroea of excellence and knowledge, nevertheleis I fear that. If their arguments be compared with the
acts and accomplishments of statesmen, they will seem to have
brought less profit to men's serious concerns than delight to
their leisure.^
In contrast to the republic of Plato, which we hare already seen

the Roman characterize as fanciful and umbrageous,

Cicero Is
certain that there Is nothing shadowy about his own Ideal state,
concrete, historical Rome.
Its historicity.

Nor Is It clumsy and bungling for all

What Sclplo describes by his narrative of the

Ronan kings, Laellus acclaims "as It were a perfect oommonvaalth."

Not only Is Rone for Cicero the perfect state; she Is

the perfecting state, for her borrowed Institutions
the handiwork not exclusively of Romans

appropriation.

—were

—Rome

being

perfected In the

If It be said that the construction of the Romans

was superior to Plato's republic because more men had worked on
the Roman constitution than on that of the dialogue, the answer
Is that this Is only part of the reason.

For, as we have ob-

5

not even a synthetic genius of unwonted years could
without practice create the Roman constitution. The criticism
served,

of Plato's description, therefore. Is not merely that he had

— the

written too hurriedly

— Plato

ficed

longest lifetime would not have suf-

had also looked In the wrong direction, or, more ac-

curately, he had looked too exclusively to the heavens.

This statement of Cicero's distrust of speculation is oonflrmed by his prescribing for the perfect state not a rule by
philosophers but a mixed constitution such as that of Rome, In

which were Joined monarchy and democracy with aristocracy In order
that permanence of the state might be achieved through tension and
equilibrium of forces.
Thus Cicero Is seen to have regarded the Roman ordinances
worked out by many Individuals through a long succession of years
as the highest expression of the legislation of rlg^t reason.
Therefore, for him the question. What Is Just? becomes the Inquiry, What has Rome said and done about ItT
De re publlca 1. PRG. 6; Sabine and Smith, trans., og.
cit .. p. 163.

^Id. supra

.

p.

8.

*Ibld. 11. 16. 30.

^ De re publlca 11. 11. 28.

*Vld. supra

,

p.

8.

^
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For Augustine Justice Is determined by order. It being
the virtue by which natural order Is preserved.

turn,

"Order," In

"Is the disposition that assigns to each of things equal

and unequal Its proper place."

Order, then, Is the allotment of

places that takes Into account equality and Inequality of nature.
Order Is natural rank. I.e., gradation according to excellence of

Through Its determination by order Justice Is the vir-

natures.

tue which makes allotment according to being.

Gradation Is so

eminently Important a characteristic of Augustine's thought that
Its principle and the hierarchy that It recognizes call for spe-

cial attention.
(rradatlon Is according to degree of being.

For since

Qrod Is

the supreme essence, that Is to say, su-

premely Is, and Is therefore unchangeable, the things that He
created out of nothing He granted that they should be, but
not to be supremely, as He Himself Is [supremely]; to some He
gave to be more amply, to others less; and thus He ordered
natures by grades of essence
Consequently, to the
nature which supremely Is, and which created all else that Is,
no nature Is contrary save that which Is not.«5
But degree of being Is not the only principle of gradation em-

ployed by Augustine; for Instance, he asserts that were the angels without certitude of their participation of eternal bliss,
itaen,

who may have such assurance, would be their superiors.

How-

ever, such other principles are reducible to that of degree of

being, as all Inferiority Is privation of being.

From this assertion of the being and the principle of the

hierarchy let us proceed to Its exposition.
There la a Good Whose simplicity and unchangeablllty set
Him off from all other goods,

that Is, from all else that Is,

^Cf. De clvltate Del xlx. 4. 4; PL, XLI, 629: '
Justltla, cuius munus est sua culque trlbuere (unde fit In Ipso
homlne quldam Justus ordo naturae, ut anlma subdatur Deo et anlmae caro, ac per hoc Deo et anlma et oaro)."
^

De clvltate Del xlx. 13. 1; PL, XLI, 640: "Ordo est parlum dlsparlumque rerum sua culque locaTrlbuens dlsposltlo."
*^

De clvltate Del xll. 2; PL, XLI, 350: NPNF, II, 227.

De clvltate Del xl. 13; Hj, XLI, 329:"Porro autem si nos
oertl sumus, nunquam nos ex Ilia Immortall felicitate casuros,
1111 vero certl non sunt; Jam potlores, non aequales els erlmus."
^

De clvltate Del xl. 10. 1; PL, XLI, 325: "Est Itaque
bonum solum simplex, et ob hoc solum Incommutablle, quod est
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By simplicity

Inasmuoh as whaterer li Is good In so far as It la.

Augustine means identity of having and being.

This unique Good

is further set off from all other beings by His inoapaoity for dep

feotiveness.

It is by His 'one and unchangeable will" that &od

oauses creatures to come into being when they do and novise before that time,

"and thus, perhaps, He would show, in a very

striking way, to those who have eyes for such things, how inde-

pendent He is of what He makes, and how it is of His own gratuitous
goodness He creates, since from eternity He dwelt without creatures
in no less perfect a blessedness."

The distinctness of the Gk>d-

head from all creatures is clearly asserted despite the doctrine
of His presence in every creature and His acting in all that acts,
in so far ai the act is.

But these things the one and true Ood makes and does, but as
that is, as He who is wholly everywhere, inthe same God,
cluded in no space, bound by no chains, mutable in no part of
His being, filling heaven and earth with omnipresent power,
not with a needy nature. Therefore He governs all things in
such a manner as to allow them to perform and exercise their
own proper movements. For although they can be nothing without Him, they are not what He is.^

—

Now although the eternal Godhead, Who has His being in virtue of
Hifflielf

alone, is so much set off from all other beings by His

perfection that He is as incommensurable in relation to them as
infinity and finitude, on the other hand He is so related to all
His creatures that none of them, as we have observed, is contrary
to Him in 80 far as it is.

Besides the master distinction of the creature and the
Creator there are subordinate distinctions, of creatures, whereby
it is possible to order one to another according to degree of being, the creatures which as a genus are placed according to the
same principle between the incomparable perfection and repleteness

Deua. Ab hoc bono oreata sunt omnia bona,
Ob hoc mu tab 11 la.

sed non simplicia, et

^
De civitate Dei xi. 10; PL, XLI, 325; NPNF, II, 210: "But
we say it is simple, because it is what it has [quod habet, hoc
est].*

^De civitate Dei xli. 8; PL, XLI, 366; NPNF II, 230:
"This I know, that the nature of God can never, nowhere, nowise be
defective, and that natures made of nothing can."
.

*^

De civitate Dei xli. 17. 2; PL, XLI, 367; NPNF

^De civitate Dei vii. 30; PL, XLI, 220; NPNF

.

.

II,

238.

II, 140.
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of being on the one hand and non-belng on the other.

Next to the creature-Creator dlTlsion the tvo most Important In the hierarchy expounded by Augustine are those between
body and soul and between reason and the passions. The distinction between soul and body Is that between life-impart Ing creature

and life-receiving creature.

Of course God is Himself a soul, but

not as thus conceired, for he is no creature; in the Important and
oft-recurring order of Gtod - soul - body, by soul is meant finite,

created soul.

The mind-passiohs division is an advance in particularity over the body-soul distinction inasmuch as not all life
is intelligent life; in fact the God - mind - passions proportion
is a drawing out of the ratio of the first and second terms of the
God - soul - body proportion, the supreme term remaining tran-

scendent and alone infinitely perfect. Proof of the being of that
which is above the material as well as of distinction within the
stqjramaterial is offered in the following antlmaterialistic pas-

sage from De civltate Dei

;

But this representation in thought [of a body which might hot
be even] is no longer a body, but only the similitude of a
body; and the faculty of the mind by which this similitude of
a body is seen is neither a body nor the similitude of a body;
and the faculty which Judges whether the representation is
beautiful or ugly is without doubt superior to the object
This mind of man and of the rational spirit is a naJudged.
ture, and it is certainly not a body, since that similitude
of a body which it beholds and Judges of is Itself not a
body.l

Now the union of mind with an eeu*thly body makes man, and
whereas principles of distinction between what is God and what is
but is not God have already been given, specific differences between God and man are the gulf between an earthly body and pure
spirit and that between the highest and lowest orders of mind.

For bettreen God and men are the angels, of aerial bodies, according to Augustine, in contrast to both the earthly bodies of men

and God's p\u:*e spirituality, and of rare intelligence, inferior
Such is their
to God's to be sure, but far superior to man's.
mediators
between God and
not
they
are
though
position
mediating

—

men in respect of being saviors

— and

such is Avigustine's exposi-

tion of that position that a consideration of his angelology is

fruitful for both a grasp of anthropology and such understanding
Of the angels' knowlof theology as it is accorded men to have.
^De civltate Del

viU.

5; PL, XLI, 230; NPNF

.

II, 148.
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edge he teaches: "Therefore they have a more oertaln knowledge
even of those temporal and mutable things, because they contem-

plate their principles and causes In the Word of God, by which
those causes by which one thing Is approved,
the world was made,
Of the mode of their attainanother rejected, and all arranged."

—

ment of knowledge Augustine teaches
They are not themselves the truth; but partaking In the creative Truth, they are moved toward It as the fountain of
And to these angels God does not speak, as we
life
speak one to another, or to God, or to angels, or as the angels speak to us, or as God speaks to us through them: He
speaks to them In an Ineffable manner of Bis own, and that
which He says Is conveyed to us In a manner suited to our capacity. For the speaking of God antecedent and superior to
all His works. Is the Immutable reason of His work: It has
no noisy and passing sound, but an energy eternally abiding
and producing results In time. Thus He speaks to the holy
angels; but to us, who are afar off. He speaks otherwise.
When, however, we hear with the Inner ear some part of the
word of God, we approximate to the angels.^

As to the distinction between angelic Immortality and the eternity
of God Augustine asserts

Though the Immortality of the angels does not pass In time,
nor has a future
does not become past as If now It were not
as If now It were not yet, still their movements, which are
the basis of time, do pass from future to past; and therefore they cannot be co-eternal with the Creator, In Whose
movement we cannot say that there has been that which now Is
not, or shall be that which Is not yet.''
Thus far our discussion of hierarchy has been concenied
,

with natures, that Is, with objects which, while they have not
Indeed all been simple, have nevertheless been considered singly.
But Individual objects are banded together Into societies of various character, and according to the character of the societies
Society as such on the human level, regaMlng
is their ordering.
the virtue of which there had been dispute among the ancients,
"For whence should that
has the hearty approval of Christians.
be given a start, or make progress, or attain
city of God
to its proper end were not the life of the saints a social one?"

....

^
^

De clvitate Del ix. 22; PL, XLI, 274; NPNF

.

II, 177.

De olvltate Dei xvi. 6; PL., XLI, 484; NPNF, II, 313,

314.
•^

De clvitate Dei xll. 16. 2; PL, XLI, 364, 366; NPNF

236.

*De clvitate Del xix. 5; PL, XLI, 631, 632.
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In the nineteenth Book of De clvitate Del

,

an eminently polltloal

portion of the writings of St. Augustine, there Is olted the
fourfold division of society Into the family, the city, the ag-

gregation of the nations, and the universe at large, and this
division Is the basis on which Is organized Augustine s eloquent
'

lamentation over the woes of life. That he recognized In It at
least some ordering In addition to distinction Is borne out by
the fact that he asserts the obligation of the paterfamilias to
subordinate his rule to that of the state.
Since, then, the house ought to be the beginning or element
of the city, and every beginning bears reference to some end
of Its own kind, and every element to the Integrity of which
It Is an element. It follows plainly enough that domestic
peace has a relation to civic peace, In other words, that
the well-ordered concord of domestic obedience and domestic
rule has a relation to the well-ordered concord of civic
obedience to civic rule. And therefore It follows further,
that the father of the family ought to frame his domestic
rule In accordance with the law of the city, so that the
household may be In harmony with the civic order.

—

In his enumeration of nine kinds of peace, the parts between

which the distinct peaces exist are either parts of Individuals
in the hierarchy of beings or parts of associations In the gradation of kinds of society, I.e., the two hierarchies are brought
3
However, the associations are not Identical with
together.
those of the passage Just cited, those of the pax passage being
the association of God and man, and the societies of the family,
the state, and the celestleU. state.

A tenth peace, "of all

things," is simply peace generic.

When all creatures conform to the order instituted by the
sovereign
•'•

(k>d

out of His pure goodness all is well.

But noncon-

De clvitate Del xlx. 3. 2; PL, XLI, 627.

^De clvitate Del xlx. 16; PL, XLI, 644, 645; NPNP, II,
412.
^ De
clvitate Dei xlx. 13; PL, XLI, 640: "Pax Itaque corporis, est ordlnata temperatura partium. Pax anlmae Irratlonalis,
ordinata requies appetltlonum. Pax anlmae ratlonalls, ordlnata
cognitionls actionisque consensio. Pax corporis et anlmae, ordlnata vita et salus cmlmantls. Pax hominis mortalls et Dei, ordlnata in fide sub aeterna lege obedlentia. Pax hominum, ordinata
Concordia. Pax domus, ordlnata imperandi atque obedlendi Concordia cohabitantlum. Pax clvltatls, ordlnata imperandi atque obedlendi Concordia clvium. Pax coelestls clvltatls, ordinatlssima et
ooncordissima societas fruendl Deo et Invicem in Deo. Pax omnium
rerum, trcmquillitas ordinis."
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formlty has not been Impossible Inasauoh as rational oreatiires,
men. and angels, hare been granted freedom of will vfaereby It was

both possible. Indeed obligatory, for them by aoceptanoe of dlTlne graoe and strength to oleave to Him as the perfectly good,
and also possible for them to fall to aooept such strength and
graoe and thus falling, to fall away from Him by oherlshlng an
inferior good as the supreme good.
Baring expounded the order of objects ve hare now to oonsider more thoroughly than was dons in the previous chapter, on
lore, the determination of lore by the order of objects.
There being such a thing as lore and such a thing as

hierarchy of beings, in the nature of the case there must be a
distinction of lores into good and bad. For lore entails either
an acceptance of the true hierarchy of beings as that auscording
to which its pursuit proceeds or else the setting up of an order

different from it.

The indiridual lores, as we hare seen Augus-

tine declare, what he regards as the source of his beatitude.
Though I re(This definition is not followed rigidly, howerer.
dod. the sole source of my happiness I am still to lore my
neighbor out of lore for &od «md when this is done the neighbor
is lored without my regarding him as the source of beatitude; but
all illicit lore as well as the good lore which is directed toward

gard

God is directed toward objects regarded as sources of happiness.)
But to regard anything as source of happiness is to subordinate
Therefore lore entails either the acceptance
all else to that.
of the true order of beings or the setting up of a false one.
It is now apparent why the moral question is one of the
ordering of lore. Whaterer Gk)d has done, including the setting
up of the hierarchy of being, is good inasmuch as there is no
principle of His creating the world superior to that of His goodness. Beings are good in the degree that being has been granted
to them by the good Creator and in the degree that they, if they
are on the rational lerel, conform to the true order of being by
adhering to Him as the Head of being. The eril will is such beNatcause "it has not willed to conserve the order of nature."

urally Augustine is able to define every rioe in terms of dlsor^
Cf. the asserDe olvltate Del xl. 23. 1; PL, XLI, 336.
tion that the defeotlon of the will la Itself eril quia contra
ordinem naturarum. De clritate Dei xli. 8; PL, XLI, 365.
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der.

As regards pride "vhAt is It but an appetite for perverted
than which oharaoterlsatlon none oould more suo-

elevation?"

olnctly convey the notion not only of disorder but of disordered
hierarchy. Though veiled In comparison with the outright assertions of dlsorderllness In some of the definitions, there is cer-

tainly an Intimation of Inordlnateness even in the characterlta^o
tlon of sin whereby it is said to have come from our audacity.

Very clear cognizance is taken of the gradation of the hierarchy
In the description of lust, for it is said to subdue the soul by
a thralldom more abundantly "inordinate" inasmuch as other shameful subjugations of the soul are accomplished by parts of the
soul, all of which are superior to the body.

Not only is the goodness of virtue defined in terms of
order as the ordering of love but even that which is not deter-

mined at the same time in terms of love is good, as we have already intimated, only so long as it is orderly. Peace, which
Augustine finds threatened on many levels but cherished on all,
In fact, nothing is,
is nothing but the xindisturbemoe of order.
except with order,
have.

euid the

more it is, the more order it must

Goodness, order, and being are inseparable, both in the

Creator and in the creature; in the former all of them are supremely, in the latter imperfectly.
It was the definition of Justice, consisting of the giv-

ing to each his due, that started us on this inquiry into the or-

der of being, which in txim is found to be an hierarchy.

Having

considered the latter and having found order to be determinative
for virtue we may now affirm the connection between Justice and

order by regarding it as a part of virtue, which being determined
by order. Justice must Itself be so determined.
There is, however, something unique about the virtue of
Justice and about its orderliness. Other virtues and excellences
may be had relatively if not absolutely, but not Justice. Ve

He

clvitate Del xlv. 13. 1; PL, XLI, 420.

^De clvltate Dei xxil. 24. 1; PL, XLI, 788.
"^

De clvitate Del xlv. 23. 2; PL, XLI, 431.

*Cf De clvitate Dei xi. 28; PL, XLI, 342: "ipsa nee allquo modo essent, neo aliqua specie continerentur, nee aliquem
ordinem vel appeterent, vel tenerent, nisi ab lllo facta essent
qui summe est, qui summe sapiens est, qui summe bonus est."
.
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have spoken of relative being, alto of the ooncomltant variation
of goodness, order, and being; consequently goodness amd order,
too, oan be found even In a

Halted

degree.

And In the degree

that order Is disturbed, peaoe, by Its definition. Is lost

— but

neither Is entirely lost except In the destruction of the things
of this world.

In a striking Illustration of an Inverted and sus-

pended huaan being Augustine traces the progressive loss of being
and the supplanting of one kind of peace by another until finally
the sere elements of the man are In harmony with the earth upon

which he had walked.

Of some of the order and peace of rational

creatures there will always be a trace, since even the wicked
Had Cicero
will retain something of these as a punishable relic.
chosen consent to order or to the teirms of i>eace as the bond of
association Augustine could not have objected to his definition.
But Justice Is the order that violates no part of order; It Is
the virtue that In the characteristic of rendering to each his

due considers every level In the hierarchy, moreover does so In
the light of the whole of It.

oarltas

.

Rational beings must love with

the only love that does no violence to the hierarchy of

Pagan Rome failed to love

beings. If they are to love Justly.

with oarltas to speak of Its Justice Is an error and In order to
apply to Rome, a definition of "jMople" must be In terms of some
;

other bond of association.
The required bond Augustine finds In love.

The only so-

ciety to which Is applicable a definition of state In terms of
consent to Justice the city of (K>d Is also covered by a defini-

—

tion In terms of love

—

— Its

love being oarltas

.

In addition, all

other societies, despite their Injustice, are covered by the same

definition, their love being oupldltas .

Even In the case of the

subratlonal societies, whose love Is neither oarltas nor oupldltas
love Is a true bond of association.

All creation being, according

to Augustine, In love, therefore with the term love,

— unspecified

In regard to Its quality, hence Inclusive of that which conforms

to the hierarchy of being amd that which perverts It by giving
primacy to some lesser object as well as that which Inoapable of
knowing the hierarchy pursues some lesser object suited to Its
^

De olvltate Del xlx. 12; PL,

^e

30.1,

639, 640.

clvltate Del xlx. 13; PL, XLI, 640, 641.

.
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lerel of being

— all

assoolatlonc may be defined.

Now that expositions of the doctrines of Cloero and Augustine about Justice have been made more or less without referenoe from the one system to the other, we proceed to bring them

together In order to exhibit the differences as well as to add to
the expositions that which the comparison suggests In order to

greater completeness.
Olcero made conmon consent to Justice the bond of association. But Justice Is according to right reason, and this, Cloero,
as we have seen, asserts to be universal and of Its legislation he

regards the ordinances of the Roman empire a practical norm.

For Augustine, on the other band, Justice Is ordering according to the hierarchy of being, and agreement as to Justice

being the ground of being a people according to the disputed definition, only the city of Ood can be so defined, as we have observed.

The point of agreement Is of Importance, for If Justice

alone were the basis, even with the majority of men In uprising

against the hierarchy of being, God's xmsearohable resource of
wisdom and power nevertheless brings order out of disorder and
Els Inscrutable and adorable sovereignty puts even the Injustice

For "the sin-

of Insurrectionist natures Justly Into Its place.

ful will, though It violated the order of Its own nature, did not
on that account escape the laws of God, Who Justly orders all

things for good."

Therefore Augustine, even with his recognltlcm

of the hierarchy and of the presence of cupldltas

versal realm of Justice

—but

.

knows a uniBe-

not of agreement to Justice.

cause of the "agreement" In the definition there was the recourse
to love as the bond of association.

But throughout, the Justice of Augustine Is different from
While for the latter Justice Is what Is In ac-

that of Cicero.

cordance with the dictum of reason, particularly the dictum of the

Roman state as asserted with Increasing clarity over a long time,
the Justice recognised by Augustine Is ever that which conforms to
the hierarchy of being.

How does Augustine prove the reality of the hierarchy of
being?
The De clvltate Del citation on page 36 of this chapter
refuting materialism Illustrates Augustine's use of the JudglngIts use In the second
Judged pair In establishing superiority.

Book of De llbero arbltrlo Is more extensive and Is there made
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with th« object of demonitratlng the exlitenoe of the hierarchy,
chiefly the existence of the absolutely perfect at its top,

(k>d.

By the principle of the superiority of the Judge to the Judged

Augustine advances from body to sense to inner sense to understanding and to eternal truth, or from the inanimate to the animate but irrational (possessed of both outer and inner senses) to

man and to God.

For the sight Judges of the external object, the

inner sense Judges of the sense of sight, whether it does or ought
to function,

the reason Judges of that which was transmitted to

it by the inner sense from sight, and reason in turn Judges of

— and

this not by itself, for in all but Ood
the subordinate processes,

plicable to Him
immutable.

— it

He employs none of

indeed, "process" is itself not ap-

is mutable whereas that by which it Judges is

Thus unity is immutable because indivisible, and the

apprehension of it is quite beyond the powers of the subrational.
It is thoroughly Augustinian to say that the fish from whose

mouth Peter was commanded by our Lord to take a stater never knew
how many was that stater though it did well Judge that the coin
was not good for food.

For the notion of unity is applied to the

material, mutable, and infinitely divisible by being taken from
the immaterial, changeless smd indivisible;

it is accessible only

to reason and by it the mind Judges even of itself as mutable.
Therefore the absolute exists, for Judgment is part of recQity

and the highest Judgment can be made only by the absolute.

The

whole hierarchy exists, and it is a hierarchy depending from the
Absolute.

Cicero denies absolute knowledge; an Academician, he denies that one can attain emything beyond probability.

In yield-

ing to the demonstration that has Just been made he would have to
repudiate this denial.

Speaking of the benefits to the weak of the rule of the
best, Cicero asks In De re publioa

.

"Is it not for this reason

that god rules the man, that the soul commands the body, and that

reason governs desire, anger, and all the other defective elements
of the soul?"
Here is hierarchy. But Cicero is able so to violate the claims of the hierarchy of being as to uphold as an exemplar of Justice that pagan Rome which Augustine rightly charges

De re publioa iil. 24. 36; Sabine and Smith, trans., op.
Pit., p. 818.

—
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vltb ottpldltfct beoauge of the grossest nonconformity to the hieraroh; of being.

He does so by his own polytheism and by his pre-

•UBing to call the judgment of pagans in regard to what was Just,
the ruling of reason

.

Their dlotum it wae> but not the diotiim of

even their darkened reason

— for

in so far as their reason had

light, they contravened it, as witness Romans I, significantly

written to Cicero's compatriots of but two generations later

much less of true reason.
By defining "people" in terms of love Augustine does more
than merely indicate a bond that makes many associations.

He is

also enabled to Judge the rirtue of the association by that of
the bond that relates the parts.
The city of &od is adjudged
good by the caritas which unites it in one Just fellowship. All
the eupiditas associaticms are together the Inordinate city terrestrial because of the generic inordinate love and each of the

eupiditas associations is an eril association because bound to-

gether by the eupiditas of its specificity.

In fact, if the

hierarchy of being is recognised there is no other way of definConsideration of acts
ing Tirtue than as the ordering of lore.
done to this object or that is inconclusive for the reason that
the same act may spring fr(»i totally different loves and in no
way demonstrates whether the agent in his pursuit of objects conforms to the hierarchy of being or violates it. The father who

devoutly fears God may set before his child exactly the same kind
of food as does the parent who idolizes hite son. Abraham, preparing to slay Isaac at Ood's command, acted with eminent virtue, as,
in the same circumstances, he wo\ad obviously have acted repre-

hensibly had he tried to spare him; and, again obviously, as he
would have done ill to slay him if (^od had commanded preservation,
so would he have done well to save him, God still ordering pres-

ervation.
Since the hierarchy of being is a relation of such a
kind as to impose the obligation that the love of agents be such
as to be directed to objects in their true station in relation to
the rest of hierarchical reality, virtue cannot be established by
regard only to a point. If there were no hierarchy of this kind
there would be no question of relation to the Highest in the mo-

tivation of acts, and acts could be adjudged virtuous or not without regard to anything but the acts.
We conclude this chapter with a little schematiring.
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Let us suppose Justice to consist of fitting each X
with an z (capital, object; small letter, act done to object).
I.

Let It also be supposed that

aill

vho call the same object an X

and the same act done to an object an z form one company and all
vho call the same other object an X and the same other act done to
an object an z a second company, and so forth, each company being

distinct by deyiating from the course of others in regard to the
characterization of at least either some object as an X or some
act done to an object as an z.

Now for one who believes that in

Judging whether an object be an X and whether an act done to an
object be an z all men by a common principle come to the same conclusion, for him there is but one company. This, abstracting
from national peculiarities, is Cicero's riew of the case and his
common principle is right reason, which he regards as laudably

and normatirely worked out in the Roman constitution and legislation.

Binoe Cioaro defines a people as a community bound together by agreement as to Justice he has no doubt Rome was a people, for the Romans agreed as to what should be regarded as Just.
He moreover regards what they regarded as Just to have been truly

Just, for that is Just which right reason legislates, and right

reason Cicero regards as unirersally operative in men, notably in
those who set up the Roman constitution and ordinances.
The essential factor of RcMne's being a people according
to Cicero's definition is not, however, that the same reason
should be operative in all men; had the Romans had one kind of

reason in distinction to all the tribes beyond the maurches of the
empire Rome would still be a people, if only all Romans had the
J

same reason whether that reason were right or wrong; that is to
say, if only the condition were secured that what one Roman called

But the fact that
Justice was not called injustice by another.
Cicero regarded all men as Judging of Justice according to right
reason guaranteed for him both that there would be no lack of the
sane reason in all Romans

— together

with such local specification

of Justice as would impart to the association the Roman particxi-

larity

— and

that the reason woiad be right reason.

Thus for him

it was secured that the Roman commonwealth should be a part of the

one commonwealth of all men.
II. Let us suppose the property of a circle's being contained in another circle to represent being loved for the sake of
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another and the property of not being so contained to represent
being loved for its own salce. Let us also suppose a large olrcle
to represent that whloh ought to be loved for its own sake and a

small cirole to represent that whloh ought to be loved for the
sake of another. Further let an arrow represent the relation of

lore for the objeot imaiediately before it.

^ lO)

Then

~^0Q

represents a permissible love and

represents an illicit love.

Sui>-

pose also that all who have the same love form one association.
Then all the subjects that can be placed at the agent end of the
one arrow are one community and all the subjects that can be

placed at the agent end of the other arrow are another community
and as are the relations entered into, so are the communities in
point of virtue.
This is the structure of Augustine's politics of the two
oivltates.
Specification within this framework takes care of his
detailed politics, for his defining "people" in terms of common
love does not make Babylonians indistinguishable from Ethiopians.

Love Is a relation
ness.

— of

pursuit as toward source of happi-

It is either good or bad cmd its virtue depends on whether

its objeot is loved as standing in the relation to the remainder

of being in which it actually stands.

The relation in whloh be-

ings actually stand to one another is one of hierarchy.

And love

being the bond of unity there is no necessary recourse to the
pronouncement of reason in the having of a bond. Reason is not
the basis of being in association.
as to what is Justice.
the same love

— that

There is no agreement required

There is agreement as to participating of

is the only condition of association.

It is to be noted that whereas also in this summary state-

ment "hierarchy" has been used, the essential thing about hier-

archy for the determination of love is not more-than-two-ness but
the fact of there being something to be loved for its own sake and
something else to be loved not for its own sake but for the sake
of that which is loved for its own sake. That this is so derives

from the nature of beings.

OHAPTER III

HISTORY AMD ITS PLAOE
VI th lore and order being proninent in the disouesion,
ve hare set forth loae of the points in vhioh the dootrines of
Cioero and Augustine differ froa eaoh other. Vhereas the lorableness of Tirtue and the rirtue of lore are all-iaportant for Cioero
in the foxving of friendships, his politioal assooiations are

based not upon love but upon oonmon oonsent as to what is Just.
In regard to the fundaaentals of Justioe Oioero regards all aen
as being in natural agreeaent by the possession of right reason.
Because of his reoognition of the transoendenoe of being vith its
consequenoe of the obligation to order lore in aooordanoe with
this transeondenoe and the fact that in aost commonwealths lore
is not so ordered, Augustine is forced to discard agreement con-

cerning justice as the bond of association, common consent being
in fact not to Justice but to injustice, except in the perfect
oommunity, the city of Ood, where alone lore is Just, i.e., duly

ordered according to the transcendence of being. But if there is
no agreement as to Justice in imperfect societies because of the

disordered condition of lore there is nerertheless association by
common lore. For whether creatures love with an orderly or disorderly love, they love, and by the love of a common object they
are formed into a community, good or bad according to the orderli-

ness or disoz'derliness of the love.
Ve have now to observe the place of history in the argument of the two writers.

Oioero 's dependence upon history was observed in the exposition both of his doctrine of leve^ and of his teaching concerning Justice.^ In his treatment of love, which for Cioero is
a private virtue and is accordingly discussed in a treatise on
private virtue, De amioitia he makes clear that he is expounding
.

not the standaM arrived at by "subtle distinctions* and existing

Hid. supra

.

pp.

^id. supra

7 ff.
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,

pp. 31 ff.

s
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"only In fanoy or aspiration" but that of "oommon sense" and discoverable In "actual exercise and In oommon llfe."^ The only virtue that Cicero Is concerned to describe Is that not of detached

speoiaators but of active wise men whose lives have been of such
quality and eminence that men by the natural tendency of their being acclaim them to be possessed of such perfection as there is
any hope of attaining, the perfection of such men as Afrioanus

—

and other Illustrious Romans but though chiefly Romans, not exclusively such, so that Cyrus, for instance, is conceded to have
attained a very high place. Thus the answers to questions concerning norms of private morality are furnished not by speculators but
by historiographers who set forth the attainments and reoord the
maxims of historical characters.
Cicero's procedure, as has been pointed out, is exactly
the same when treating of public virtue, of the conditions of
civic well-being, i.e., of Justice.

For an answer to the question

what Justice is he turns not to Plato and other heaven-gazers,
even while conceding the value of their speculations as illustrat-

ing and even declaring the principles

o

C rat lone

]

of politics,

but

to the same historical characters who furnished the norms of pri-

—

only now he considers them in their public role of
legislators and constitutors of state. For as the speculator in
vate virtue

the former department is an exponent of fanciful virtue, so the

speculator in the present department is the institutor of "an
Imaginary city" and shadowy republics. Cicero does not withhold
his admiration from castles and cities of air but he is anxious
that his city shall be not only desirable but realisable as well.
Indeed, so anxious is Cicero to ground his principles in experi-

ence and so fearful is he of that which is, for him, taken out of
the air, that he rejoices and glories in his Ideal's basis being

not even the active work of merely one constitutor of state but
the composite experience of all the Roman commonwealth makers and
of all the people throughout the whole of Roman history.
In both departments Cioero is a probabillst.

All he claims

for the historioal standard, whether of virtuous love or of Justice, is that a high degree of confidence can be placed in it.

Hid. supra

,

p. 8, n. 4.

^Vld. supra

,

p.

8.

^De re publloa 11. 30. 8S.
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But for Cloero on the one hand nothing more oan be aiked, on the
other nothing more le required. He denies that any one oan attain absolute certainty; he afflims that by reliance on history
one oan get olose enough to oertalnty.
It Is to be observed, then, that the right reason which
Cloero affirms to be unlrersal and to vhloh he appeals for the

answers to questions of norm Is not the organ of speculation but
what he concelTes of as the seat of a natured tendency to the
good and a natural capacity to Judge of the fitting and the fair.
It Is also to be obserred that In his reliance upon history he Is

not Introducing a factor Independent of this tendency and capacity
whose existence he affirms. He Is merely taking them, the alleged
tendency and Judgment, In a wldeness of operation: In many IndiIt Is not that men's tendencies
viduals and through a long time.
and natural Judgment glre an answer and that history gives- an anIt Is rather
swer and that the answers chance to be the same.
that Cicero, looking to what he regards a natural tendency and a

natural Judgment rather than to speculation, looks to them In
their functioning over a wide area and through a long period In
order that that functioning might be the more fully ascertained
to be authentic.

The standard of both private and public virtue being
sought, by Cloero, In such an operation and the wldeness thereof,
That Is not to say that he Is not keenly Inhe Is retrospective.

terested In the future or that he excuses the statesman from a
In fact, the virtue of statesoonsvimlng concern over the future.

manship Is precisely the capacity to recognise beforehand the Issues of tendencies and to expedite the development of the good
Of course a man cannot act exand to head off that of the bad.
cept In the present nor does he act except for the future, the
But the point Is that the past offers to Cloero

past being fixed.

a relative perfection that does not contrast Itself with an abso-

lute perfection In the future but Is Itself almost or quite all
that will ever be attained. The past does not contrast Itself
with any perfection In the future different from Itself as the absolute differs from the relative, for there Is, for Cicero, no absolute; Indeed, nothing oan be known of the future except by the

past and In accordance with the past.

Actually the future pre-

dicted by Cicero Is one of Infinite recurrences of the past. The
cyclic theory of history dominates his thought. For though state-

60
oraft oontlsts In •atlolpatlon of the turn of erentt and In for«•taUlng the lapendlng—ipeolfloolly It consists In emulation of
the polltloally vise founders of the Roaan coaaonvealth, vho knew
how to alB at permanency by oheoklng the Inerltable dissolution
of each particular constitution by resort to the equilibrium of a
composite constitution DSTez>theless Cicero expects the cycles to
go on rsTolTlng eternally all the same.^

—

For his standards Cloero thus looks to the past and relies upon history, and the history that he finds particularly InstruotlTe Is Roman history. His principal work dealing with the

constitution of states, De re publlca Is arowedly an exposition
of the principles realised In the Rome of Romulus and his successors and asserts Its own worth abore all other political treatises
on this ground alone.
.

Augustine, too. Is distrustful of speculation. In Be dootrlna Christiana he adrlses the Christian student In the appropriation of the learning of the pagans to keep within the bounds of
the senses, except that the study of nonsuperstltlous and nonluxurious 'human arrangements" "which are of oonrenlence for the
necessary Intercourse of life," partlculeu?ly language, Is to be
pursued In so far as pursuit of greater objects permits, and that
he recognises two sciences that abstract from matter, mathematics

and logic, the former In so far as It concerns numbers used In
the Bible and the latter not without the Judicious comment that
Its seirrlceableness Is limited and that It Is better to hare arrlred at an Inralld conoluslon whloh states a truth than at a

ralld one which Is not a statement of fact.

For he asserts most

clearly that the science of reasoning can only exhibit the laws

De re publlca 1. 29. 45: "For there are marvellous olx*cles and as It were circuits of changes and rlclssltudes of gorernments."
Ibid. 11. 25. 45: 'Now In such a case there will be a
change in the cycle, whose natural movement and oliroult It behooves you to learn from the very start. For It Is the head of
clvlo prudence
to see the paths and turns of governments.
In order that knowing whither each of them Inclines you might be
Indeed,
able beforehand' either to hold back or to anticipate It."
the Roman mixed constitution la so highly estlmahle exactly because the quo auaegue res Inollnet Is balanced In an equilibrium
whloh persist so long as watohfva statesmen maintain that mixed
constitution. It Is certain, however, that Cicero's confidence
In staying power of statesmen was anything but absolute; Afrloanus, In the "dream" of his grandson, makes an utterance concerning eluvlones exustlonesque terrarum, quae acoldere tempore
oerto necesse est.
Ibid, vl. 21. 23.

....

^
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of valid Infarenoe and in no way

fumiah any knowledge of the

truth of premises.
In the Batter of certitude there is In Pe clvltate Del a
brief chapter vbereln Augustine not only states the possibility
and conditions of it but does so In aTOved contrast to the denial

of certainty on the part of the school of thought represented by

Cicero, thereby

ma^ng citation

of the chapter particularly per-

tinent at this point.
As regards the uncertainty about everything which Varro
alleges to be the differentiating characteristic of the New
Aoadeiiy, the city of God thoroughly detests such doubt as
madness. Regarding matters which it apprehends by the mind
and reason it has most absolute certainty, although its knowledge is limited because of the corruptible body pressing down
It
the mind, for, as the apostle says, "We know in part."
believes also the evidence of the senses which the mind uses
by the aid of the body; for [if one who tznists his senses is
sometimes deceived], he is more wretchedly deceived who fanIt believes also the Holy
cies he should never trust them.
Scriptures, old and new, which we call canonical, and which
fla*e the source of the faith by which the Just lives and by
which we walk without doubting whilst we are absent from the
Lord.
So long as this faith remains inviolate and firm, we
may without blame entertain doubts regarding some things
which we have neither perceived by sense nor by reason, and
which have not been revealed to us by the canonical Scriptures, nor come to our knowledge through witnesses whom it is
absurd to disbelieve.
There are thus several categories of things about which it is ab-

surd to entertain doubt. First there is that which is apprehended
by the mind and of which there is immediate certainty, the eternal
principle by which it must be so being apparent to the mind. Next
there is that whloh Is believed through the senses, distrust of
which is to err miserabilius . Finally the canonical Scriptures
are to be trusted and they are the ground of Justifying faith. In
the recapitulation Augustine adds to senses, reason, and Scrip-

tures as grounds of assurance that it is culpable to challenge,
the testimony of "witneases whom It is absurd to disbelieve." The

special position of the Scriptures as credible witnesses is es-

tablished by their unique record of entirely accurate prediction,
of which more will be said presently.
^ De
doetrina Christiana 11. 16 ff.; PL, XXXIV, 46 ff.;
IPNF, II, 643 ff.

^De clvltate Dei xlx. 18; PL, XLI, 646, 647; NPNF, II,
413.

1
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There Is, then, that vbloh Is Incontestable by Its truth
being dlreotly apparent to the mind and there Is that whloh Is

bellered on the testlnony of witnesses , among whom the Sorlptures
are inerrant and therefore never to be doubted.

For the perception of things as they are by the principle
of their being. I.e., Ood, the alnd is disabled by sin.
It is a great and very rare thing for a man, after he has
contemplated the whole creation, corporeal and Incorporeal,
and has discerned Its mutability, to pass beyond it, and, by
the continued soaring of his mind, to attain to the unchangeable substance of Sod, and, in that height of contemplation,
to learn trom Gk>d Himself that none but He has made all that
is not of the divine essence.
For Sod speaks with a man not
by means of some audible creature dinning in his ears
nor even by means of a spiritual being with the semblance of
a body
Not by these, then, does God speak, but by
the truth Itself, if any one is prepared to hear with the
mind rather than with the body
But since the mind
Itself, though naturally capable of reason and intelligence.
Is disabled by besotting and inveterate vices not merely from
delighting in, but even from tolerating His unchangeable

....

lleht, until it has been gradually healed, and renewed, and
maae capable of such felicity, it had, in the first place, to
be Impregnated with faith, and so purified. And that in this
faith It might advance. more confidently towards the truth itself, (}od, God's Son, assuming humanity without destroying
His divinity, established and founded this faith, that there
might be a way for man to man's God through a God-mam. For
this Is the Mediator between God and man, the man Christ
Jesus.

In order, then, to that cleansing and healing of the mind whereby
it soars to God,

the truth itself and the principle of all that

Is in so far as It is, there must be faith,

and this faith is in

the witness of the Scriptures, particularly the witness to the

Redemption that is in Christ, His Cross being "the boat borne by
which one is able to cross the sea to the fatherland from peregrlnatlng in this age," and to the righteousness of God which is
nothing else than Christ Himself being granted freely and apart
from merits to those who abandoning the establishment of their
own righteousness accept that which is thus imputed to them.

^De clvltate Dei xl. 2; PL, XLI, 317, 318; NPNF

But

II, 205,

.

206.
^
Sermones Ixxv. 11. 2: PL, XXXVIII, 475. Cf. In Joannls
Evangel lum Tract atus Ixxlv (a) Tractatus 11. 2; PL, XXXV, 1389;
Enarratio in Psalmum llx. 9; PL, XXXVI, 720.
^
this
.
De oiyitate Dei xxl. 24. 5; PL, XLI. 740: ".
righteousness [Justitiam] of God which grace grants apart from
.

.
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though the Justlfloation of the sinner by faith for the take of
nothing but Christ's Atonement is complete, the soaring of the
justified and regenerate is not without hindrances and weights
and the perception of all truth as it is in C^od remains in this
life dark and indistinct. However, what rision fails of attaining, faith lays hold upon in that it rests upon the record and

prediction of Scripture.
The occasion of the writing of De olTJtate Del was the

attack on Christianity by pagan oaluaniators who charged the fall
of Rome and attendant disasters to the supplanting of paganism by

Christianity.

Against such perverted use of history as the pagans

made in support of their charge and in order to defend the Christian faith Augustine himself refers to Rone's past.

In the same

past that the pagans looked to for support for the reestablish.-

ment of paganism Augustine finds Christianity vindicated.

He ar-

gues that it is not true that Christianity is wrong and paganism
right by the witness of the calamities of the Christian era in-

asmuch as catastrophes occurring since Christ was worshipped in
place of idols and demons were not greater than those of pagan
times; indeed, catastrophes of pagem tines were the more dire.

Augustine, however, is not satisfied merely to meet embarrassment

with greater embarrassment; in addition to affirming the existence of greater calamities in pagan times he proceeds to resolve

his own embarrassment and to give credit to the true
was other than embarrassment in pagan times.

(^od

for what

For in the contem-

porary sack of Rone such mercy as was shown was due to 'the name
of Christ* while such wickedness as there was was due to "the
custom of wars."

The very straits experienced under Christ

serve the function of ^punishing evil and proving goodness.

Christians "turned [the famine] to good uses by a pious endurance

merits [quam donat gratia sine merltls], they do not know who wish
to establish [oonstituere] their own righteousness [suam Justitiam], and likewise have not subjected themselves to the righteousness of God, which is Christ." De oivitate Dei xxl. 27. 4: PL,
XLI, 749.
There are no Just persons Cjusti] who have not "been
mercifully set fz*ee by Him Vho Justifies the ungodly Cjustificat
impium]
imimting the reward according to grace, not according to
debt [imputans mercedem secundum gratlam, non secundum debitum].'
,

^
^

De oivitate Dei 1. 7; PL, XLI, 19, 20; NPNF

De oivitate Dei

1.

9;

PL, XLI, 21-23; NPNF

.

.

II, 6.

II, 6, 7.
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of it.

For thoa« vhom tho famln* killed outright It resoued from

the ills of this life, as a

...

.

disease would haye done; and

those who were only hunger-bitten were taught to live more ai>aringly, and inured to longer fasts."

Even for the riolation of

Christians in the taking of Rone he finds a lofty explanation in
the suppression of actual pride and forestalling of possible arroganoe.
So sublime is' the distinction between the two worlds
and between time and eternity that Augustine oould amply Justify
(k>d's goyernance did He let the ungodly hare all the prosperity
to be found in this world, and have it all to themselves.
In respect to the wicked such a disposition might be in order to either

delusion or consolation; in respect to the godly the reason might
be aither chastisement or stimulation.
Vhat good there was in
pagan Rome was all from (}od, the true God.
In fact, Augustine
ascribes all credit to &od and all blame to idols.
So foroeful am argument for the truth of Christianity is

found in balancing the disasters of pagan eras against the blessings of Christian times that Augustine, with a goodly portion of

— including that in which the pagan charge
— already composed, admonishes Paulus Orosius to

the De oivitate Dei

is

expressly met

use

it to the full.

You bade me reply [says the young Spaniard in the Dedication of the Seven Books of History Against the Pagans to his
African host and preceptor] to the empty chatter and pervercharge
sity of those who, aliens to the City of QoA
that the present times are unusually beset with calamities
for the sole reason that men believe in Christ and worship
God while idols are increasingly neglected. You bade me,
therefore, discover from all the available data of histories
and annals whatever instances of past ages have afforded of
the burdens of war, the ravages of disease, the horrors of
famine, of terrible earthquakes, extraordinary floods, dreadful eruptions of fire, thimderbolts and hailstorms, and also
instances of the cruel miseries caused by parricides and disgusting crimes. I was to set .these forth systematically and

....

^

De oivitate Dei i. 10. 4; PL, XLI, 25; NPNP, II, 8.

^De oivitate Dei i. 28. 1; PL, XLI, 41; NPHF
•

^De oivitate Dei xx. 2; PL, XLI, 660; NPNT

.

.

II, 19.

II, 422.

*Vid. De oivitate Dei v. 11; PL, XLI, 153, 154; NPNF II,
93; De oivitate Dei v. 13; PL, XLI. 158; NPNF, II, 96; De oivitate Pel v! £ 16: PL. XLi; TSk; Np6p, li.TSI, 10^.
.
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briefly In thd course of uj book.
for the Roman department of profane history Augueclne and
Oroslus of course use the same annals as Cicero. They denounce
pagan Rome on the same r«oord which Cicero Interprets as erldence
of the practical perfection of Rome.

The history Augustine employs Is, howerer, chiefly sacred.
The oredlbleness of the Scriptures he establishes by adducing the

fulfillment of their prophecies, not least that of the general
glTlng of credit to the "Incredlbles" of Scripture.
And now we have three Incredlbles, all of which have yet come
It 1b Incredible that Jesus Christ should have risen
to pass.
In the flesh and ascended with flesh Into heaven; It Is Incredible that the world should have believed so Incredible a
thing; It Is Incredible that a very few men, of mean birth
and the lowest rank, and no education, should have been able
so effectually to have persuaded the world, and even Its
learned men, of so Incredible a thing. Of these three Incredlbles, the parties with whom we are debating refuse to
believe the first; they ceinnot refuse to see the second,
which they are unable to account for If they do not believe
the third.
The force of the argument of authentication by the fiaflllment of

prediction Is urged by the consideration that even Porphyry and
the Platonlsts, properly rejectors of soothsaying, must reoognlte
non-supers t It lous prediction, whether It operates through "foresight of subsidiary causes" or through demons having divulged
"For the purpose of commending the faith" the
their purposes.
believers In Christ predicted chiefly not mundane matters beyond
the foreknowledge of men but "divine events," the Incarnation and

deeds of Christ, the repentance, conversion, forgiveness, and
faith of multitudes and their acceptance of "the grace of righteousness," "the overthrow of Idolatry and demon worship," the

progress of the saints,
the day of Judgment, the resurrection of the dead, the eternal damnation of the community of the ungodly, and the eternal kingdom of the most glorious city of &od, ever-blessed In
these things were prethe enjoyment of the vision of God,
dicted and promised In the Scriptures of this way; and of
these we see so many fulfilled, that we Justly and piously
trust that the rest will also come to pass.^

—

^I. W. Raymond, Seven Books of History against the Pagans
ed. A. P. Evans (Hew York;
Vol. XXVI of Records of Clvllltatlon
Columbia University Press, 1936), p. 30.
.

^De olvltate Del xll. 5; PL, XLI, 756; NPNF

.

II, 482.

^De clvltate Dal x. 32. 3; PL, XLI, 316, 316; NPNF

.

II,

.
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The Scriptures thus authenticated enable Augustine to set
forth the hierarchy of being with Its gradation according to excellence of natures and the origins, In angelic associations, of
two cities bound together by hierarchy-conforming and hierarchy-

violating loves.

The scope of the Scriptural revelation Is such
at to furnish knowledge not merely of that which precedes what Is

recorded In profame history but also of the whole future, so that
by the aid of the -Scriptures Augustine describes the whole course
of the two cities down to their "end"
In the endless eternity.

—

Indeed, the Scriptures furnish knowledge even of that which tran-

scends history In the most Inclusive sense.

Whereas Augustine

finds profane history corroborative of sacred history, or even

uniquely Informing

—

although there Is relatively little specifically Roman history In the Bible Augustine recognizes the great
Importance of pagan Rome In the history of the city terrestrial

and adduces, as has been seen, material concerning the city from
profane sources that Is not found In the Scriptures
In regard

—

,

to a part of the develoixnent of the two cities, he can find the

beginnings and the ends of the two communities only In Scripture.
The universal sweep of the Scriptures from the creation account
In Genesis to the Revelation visions of the consummation of all

things, which, Indeed, besides going back authentically beyond

authentic profane history and uniquely staking out the future
also supplies the key for the reading of such profane history as

may be found. Is one that exhibits an hierarchy of being of which
the steps are clearly defined and a progress that Is without gaps
right through to perfection on the part of the peregrinating portion of the celestial city.

The same hierarchy which In De llbero

arbltrlo Is demonstrated by recourse to the Judging- Judged argument Is declared by everything In the Infallible Scriptures, which
Vld. De clvltate Del xll. 10. 2: PL, XLI, 359; NPNF, II,
204.
233; De clvltate Del xl. "4. 1; PL, XLI, 319; NPNF itT^O?; cf.
De clvltate Del xxll. 7; PL, XLI, 760; NPNF II, 484; De clvltate
Del xxll. 25; PL, XLI, 793; NPNF II, 505.
.

.

.

De clvltate Del vll. 32; PL, XLI, 221; NPNF II, 140,
"In that republic [the Hebrew populus ] was foretold, sometimes through men who understood what they spake, and sometimes
by men who understood not [whence It Is certain that Sod's revelation has an objectivity Independent of receptivity and not limited
by the capacity of the receiver], all that had transpired since
the advent of Christ until now, and all that will transpire."
•'•

.

141:

"

.
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brand as sin all love not in aooordanoe with the hierarchy and
exalt as Justice everything in aooordanoe with it.
Whereas, therefore, in Cioero the historical argument Is
retrospect ire, Augustine supports the doctrine of the hierarchy
of being and the virtue of the conforming love and the destiny of

perfection of the association it binds, by adducing the whole
range of time from the beginning of its flow in the creation of
the first mutable to the supplanting of change by eternity, which
replacement is still future.

The historical argument in the hands

of Augustine thus draws upon both past and future, though by his

use of the word "history* he intends preterition.

2

Therefore in

his avoidance of speculation Augustine grounds his doctrine in
what is revealed of both past and future as well as of eternity,

being able to do so since in Scripture future facts are authoritatively predicted and eternal truths authoritatively declared.

Nevertheless it is not merely that Augustine by his dependence on Scriptures is able to ground his doctrine on events
and circumstances both past and future and on eternal facts; as
is intimated by the notice Just taken of there being a destiny of

perfection for the peregrinating portion of the celestial city,
he looks forward to something which he distinguishes from present

and past in point of quality.

Cicero, it was observed, is able

In regard to mutability constituting the essence of time,
consider De civitate Dei xi. 6; PL, XLI, 321, 322; NPNF, II, 208:
"For if eternity and time are rightly distinguished by this, that
time does not exist without some movement and transition [tempus
sine aliqua mobile mutabilitate non est], while in eternity there
is no change [in aeternitate autem nulla mutatio est], who does
not see that there could have been no time had not some creature
been made [tempera non fuissent, nisi oreatura fleret], which by
some motion could give birth to chauige [quae aliquid aliqua motione
mutaret],
the various parts of which motion and change, as they
cannot be simultaneous, succeed one another,
and thus, In these
shorter or longer intervals of duration, time would begin [cuius
motlonis et mutationls cum aliud atque aliud, quae simul esse non
possunt, cedlt atque succedit, in brevioribus vel product ioribus
But simultaneously with
morarum Intervallls tempus sequeretur]?.
.
time the world was made, if in the world's creation change and motion were created [Cum tempore autem f actus est mundus, si in eius
condltione faotus est mutabilis motus], as seems evident from the
order of the first six or seven days." Cf. Confessionum llbri tre declm xi; PL, XXXII, 809 ff

—

—

.

.

^ De doctrlna Christiana 11. 28.
42; PL, XXXIV, 55: "Quidquid igitur de ordine temporum transactorum indlcat ea quae appelatur historia.
De dootrlna Christiana 11. 28. 44; PL, XXXIV, 56:
"Hiatoria facta narrat .
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only to oommend with hope of relative suocess some arresting of
the 070II0 guooesslott of governmental forms by recourse to a
nloely poised equilibrium of composite rule derived from the best
In the past; that Is to say, the best he can do for the future Is
to perpetuate or recover the best In the past. Anything else,
though Interesting, Is precarious guesswork. It Is thus that he
Is retrospective.
Por Augustine not only Is the doctrine of eternal cycles eternally shattered^ but the future different from the

present and the past toward which progress Is being made Is one
of perfection In contrast to the Imperfection of even the best In
the present.
In Its heavenly aspect the city of Ood la already
perfect. But as It exists among those of Its citizens who are
still In the midst of their peregrinating It remains Imperfect.
Throughout this life there Is need of the healing of repentance;^
this life Is beset with Infirmity;
the righteous does not live as

he desires until he has arrived at Immortality, Invulnerability,
and the certitude that he will not defect;* the glory of the present house, though greater than that of the Old Testament house,

wUl

B

be enhanced at Its dedication,

when the chaff will have been

Winnowed away from the seed, the permanent citizens; for now
within the net there swim alongside Indiscriminately those which
will be separated, when Ood will 'be all In all" "In the good, as
In His temple";
the Ohuroh now progresses "amid the persecutions
g
Of the world and the consolations of Gk>d";
now a sian Is blessed
more In hope than In reality;

g

peace, proper to Ood's own, Is now

^
De clvltate Del xll. 17. 2; PL^ XLI, 336; NPNF II, 237.
As regards argumentations concerning endless circuits whereby the
wicked seek to divert the righteous, Augustine asserts si ratio
refutare non posset, fides Irrldere deberet. But by Ood's assistance ratio makes quick work of breaking up these flgmentary circles.
.

^De clvltate Del 1. 26; PL, XLI, 40; NPNF, II, 17.
"

^De clvltate Del Ix. B; PL, XLI, 261; NPNF

.

*De clvltate Del xlv. 25; PL, XLI, 433; NPNF

Se
^
'^

II, 169.
.

II, 281.

clvltate Del xvlll. 48; PL, XLI, 611; NPNF

.

II, 390.

De clvltate Del xvlll. 48; PL, XLI, 611; NPNF

.

II, 391.

.

II, 391.

De clvltate Del xvlll. 49; PL, XLI, 611; NPNF

^e

clvltate Del xvlll. 51. 2; PL, XLI, 614; NPNF

^De clvltate Del xlx. 20; PL, XLI, 648; NPNF

.

.

II, 392.

II, 414.
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by faith rather than by sight, and their rlghteouiness "oonelsta
rather in the remlgaion of sins than in the perfecting of rirtues' and the oonfllot against ein is still doubtful;^ the "king2

the
dom militant" cannot shake itself loose from the enemy;
holler the present holiness, the more tearful; tnis is a period
•J

of "the old shadows of time";

of to satiety";*

and sanctified

— in

ca

now "we rather taste than partake

this age "not eren

....

[the] Justified

be free" from sins.

On the ocher hand, it Is affirmed of the city of Gk)d that
it is without any but the good and that it possesses 'full felicity";'''

the society of the angels longed for by present pilgrims enQ

Joys "perfect facility of knowledge and felicity at rest," and
the bodies of the blest
they are without wrath, misery, or fear;

are freed from all trace of corruptibility and slowness and they
there God's rvile
are beyond the requirement of any nourishment;
of man and reason's rule of the body is sweet with the passing of
there
bondage, for there will be no rice that requires rule;

exists the kingdom of the heavenlles according to the mode wherein
12
is only the performer and not both performer and transgressor;
13

there subordination of the inferior is everlasting;

there the

steadfast angels are endowed with the "prize of their steadfast^

De civitate Del xx. 87; PL, XLI, 657, 658; NPNF

II, 419.

.

^De oivitate Dei xx. 9. 2; PL, XLI, 673; NPNF, II, 430.
'

^De clTltate Del xx. 17; PL, XLI, 683; NPNF

II,

.

436.

^De oivitate Del xx. 22; PL, XLI, 694; NPNF, II, 443.
^

De oivitate Dei xxl. 24. 6; PL, XLI, 740; NPNF, II, 471.

^

De oivitate Del xxl. 27. 4; PL, XLI, 749; NPNF

"^

^
^

^°

De oivitate Del v. 16; PL,

3^,

160; NPNF

De oivitate Dei xl. 31; PL, XLI, 345; NPNF
De oivitate Dei Ix. 6; PL, XLI, 261; NPNF

II,

.

.

.

II, 477.

98.

II, 223.

.

11,

169.

De oivitate Dei xlli. 20; PL, XLI, 393, 394; NPNF

.

II,

266, 256.

^^
^

De oivitate Dei xlx. 27; PL, XLI, 668; NPNF, II, 419.

^e

^*^

oivitate Dei xx. 9. 1; PL, XLI, 673; NPNF

.

II, 430.

De oivitate Dei xxl. 16; PL, XLI, 720, 730; NPNF, II, 466.
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ness In order that they might be certain of their ererlaatlng
•teadfastneas"; there, where all stiniggle la oyer, will be perfection "by the most pacified rlrtue," knowledge "certain, without any error or labor," and "the wisdom of God" Imbibed at "its
o
very spring"; there the bodies though flesh In substance are
nerertheless free from conniption and able "forthwith" to take
the positions desired by the spirits and the spirits are desirous

only of that which Is fitting to both body and soul;'' there will
be enjoyed the perfect freedom of non posse peocare derived from
God by participation In Him;* there will be the "Intellectual re-

membrance of past Ills" without any memory of "sensible experience" of it;
and there will be the eternal seventh day of (Jod's
rest shared by His children as regards both their souls and their
bodies.®
In Its temporal aspect, then, the city of Ood-lovers Is
Imperfect, struggling, progressing, yet never sinless nor are Its
members even sure of attaining that reality which Is now possessed

only In see

per fldem and by a planus but which will be possessed In actuality and with repleteness of Joy and certainty of
continuation for ever and ever by the city of God In its eternal
,

.

.

To be sure, the imperfection of the divine city as she
is descried by men at this time is due in part to the fact that

aspect.

to human beings still in the flesh the exact delimitations of her
material extent are not known because of the intermingling of the
two cities; the city of God as discerned by men must yet undergo
a riddance of such citizens as are chaff; the bad fish caught in
the dragnet have yet to be cast aside.

But the divine city in

its temporal aspect even as correctly recognized by her King and

Lord is grievously imperfect, each of its true citizens being as
In the anyet only in the process of healing and restoration.
^De civltate Dei xxli. 1. 2; PL, XLI, 752.
^De clvitate Del xxli. 24. 5; PL, XLI, 792.
•^

De civltate Del xxli. 30. 1; PL, XLI, 801; NPNF

Se
^

civltate Del xxli. 30. 3; PL, XLI, 802; NPNF

.

II, 510.

.

II, 510.

De civltate Del xxli. 30. 4; PL, XLI, 802, 803; NPNF

.

II,

510, 511.
6

De civltate Dei xxli. 30. 6j PL, XLI, 804; NPNF

.

II, 511.
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gello element which has persisted In the good order there has

been no change, except perhaps the attainment of certitude of
everlasting conformity to order not that there can now be among

—

the blessed angels any laclc of assurance; but there may have been
at an earlier stage.

In the human part great change is discern^

— from

man's original state of good order by complete obedience
and devotion to Ood, though not without the possibility of a fall,
to the state of faith and struggle (with an intervening period of
ed

reprobation while he was lost and did not constitute a part of
the divine city and while he was not yet saved by faith in the

Gospel of God's offer to the sinful of righteousness in Christ
Jesus) and thence to the true felicity of eternal bliss.

Now if

mutation be the essence of history, then the portion of man's experience from his fall to the consummation of his restoration is
in a particular degree historical, though even in Paradise the
change from posse non peccare to non posse peocare would have
The fruition of the full actuality of bliss and
taken place.
certainty of eteiNial right ordering is, in contrast to the present conjunction of faith, hope, and love in the period of pere-

grination,

something that approaches the terBlnation of history.

For then the human lovers of

Gk)d

will share the incojrruptibility

of the angels and will be completely well-ordered and perfectly

pacified.

But even if after a manner the history of the divine

city will be ended by the passage of its citizens into a state of

undeviating and unfluctuating love,
(k>d

— if,

in its perfection lies beyond history

in a manner, the city of

— nevertheless

it is to

be remarked that Augustine ascribes absolute immutability only to
&od. Who is of Himself and Who is with a uniqueness of being.
Both to the blessed angels and to perfected men eternally paci-

fied, Augustine ascribes movements,

for the glorified bodies of

saints will be responsive to their spirits with an entirely new

spontaneity and facility.

But the devotion of saints to

Q-od

in

the ordering of their love will be, as is that bf the blessed an-

gels, complete and eternally fixed.

which the city of

(Jod is

And if there is a sense in

beyond history, it is correspondingly

true that the terrestrial city is in a sense peculiarly historiAs the city of God is constituted of men and angels whose
affections are fixed on Qod, so the terrestrial city consists of
cal.

those whose desires have wandered away from Sod and who therefore

exiMrienoe, besides what is common to all creatures as being other
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than the alone absolutely Immutable Creator, the mutations suffered by pursuing the changing rather than the Changeless.
In the foregoing we have witnessed Cicero's distrust of
speculation and his dependence on history. Augustine has been
found to derive his doctrine from the Scriptures. Furthermore,
whereas Cicero Is seen to know of no future different from the

past or In any way to be managed except by the Instruction of the
past, Augustine looks forward to a future for the city of God

tramscendlng anything reallred or realisable In time. We shall
now proceed to set forth somewhat more fully the course of events
of which some Indication was given In pointing out that Augustine
recognizes a progress In perfection on the part of the city of
God In Its peregrination.
Relating the course of events he derives from the profane
and the sacred record of the past and the sacred prediction of
the futvire Augustine commences with the origins of the two cities
In the creation of the devoted angels and the defection of the unHe proceeds to treat of the society of men here upon
steadfast.
eaurth, which Is part of one city or the other. Indeed, Is always
part of both, since It Is always constituted of some that besides
their participation In earthly society are members of the kingdom

of Qod and of others that falling to belong to the celestial city

are citizens of the reprobate city.

This society of men upon

the earth he treats according to successive national manifestations, naturally observing In the treating of them the point which
Is of chief Importance, their orientation to what Is Q-od or what

Is not God, I.e., their constituting a portion of the one olty or

the other.

Finally he expounds the Judgment of the world and the

condition of the citizens of the city of God in the life that is
eternal and the condition of the citizens of the reprobate city

after life upon this earth has ceased.
The reprobate city commenced with Satan's failure to
"abide in the truth,"

2

upon wnlch there was a separation of the

^
De oivitate Dei xv. 20. 1; PL, XLI, 462: "For this terrestrial city and society of men living according to man cannot
cease to be even until the end of this age, of which the Lord
savB
'the sons of this age generate and are generated' (Luke XX.
De oivitate Dei xvl. 10. 3; PL, XLI, 489: "It is neverthe34).
less to be held that never was either race of men extinct upon
the earth."

^Vld. De oivitate Dei xi. 14; PL, XLI, 330; NPNF

.

II,

213.
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angela which became darknets by doing llkewlie, from those that
remained light. ^ Binning they "were thru«t down to the lowest
o

parts of this world."
Man. who was created a oltlsen of the hearenly city beOf the
came a part of the reprehensible city through the Fall.
first two children Cain belonged to 'the city of men" and Abel to
that of aod.

Accordingly, It Is recorded of Cain that he built a city, but
For the city of the
Abel, being a sojourner, built none.
saints is above, although here below it begets citizens, in
whom it sojourns till the time of its reign arrives when it
shall gather together all in the day of resurrection; and
then shall the promised kingdom be given unto them, in which
they shall reign with their Prince, the King of the ages, time
without end.*
After the murder of Abel the heavenly city had its earthly being
"the father of generations registered apart from the

in Seth,

But "when the human race

others."^

....

increased and ad-

vanced, there aroae a mixture of the two cities by their partioipation in a common iniquity" which brought the Judgment of the
Deluge, when all wez>e destroyed but the household of Moah.
The city of Ood is perpetuated through the line of Shem,

that of Abz*aham, "from whose time it
Ood"] begins to be more conspicuous,
the
of
of
city
progress
["the
and the divine promises which are now fulfilled in Christ are more
then through that of Heber,

that of Isaac, "bom through the premise," who
"therefore rightly signifies the sons of grace, cititens of the
and Jacob, whose^
free city, associates of the eternal peace,"

clearly revealed,"

^

De civitate Dei xi. 80; PL, XLI, 333.

^De civitate Dei xi. 33; PL, XLI, 346; RPHF, II, 224.
^

De civitate Dei xiv. 11 ff.; PL, XLI, 418 ff.

*De civitate Dei xv. 1. 2; PL, XLI, 437, 438; HPNF, II,
284, 286.

^
^

De civitate Dei xv. 17; PL, XLI, 461; HPNF
De civitate Dei xv. 22; PL, XLI, 467; NPNF
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PL, XLI,
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line "dlstlnotlvely and eminently constituted Gtod's people."
Howerer, true to his principle Augustine ascribes oelestlallty of
citizenship on the basis of faith and derotlon to God and not on
that of carnal descent.
Therefore his eraluatlon of the Jevlsh

people varies.

Whereas In relation to Esau Jacob vas the younger
serred by the elder, In relation to Christians Jews are the elder

serrlng the younger.
There are two Unds of Jews, those who are
merely of Abraham's flesh and those who, together with Sentlle bellerers, constitute "true Israelites, cltltens of the supernal

fatherland."

Thus the Hebrew "republic"

God's promises was not the heavenly city.

In Its defection from

Nevertheless the earth-

ly city of Jerusalem, which Is Identified as "part .... of a
certain terrestrial city," prefigures the heavenly Jerusalem, and
Hagar, In the character of a type of Jerusalem, "was a certain
Image of this Image."

In fact, so rigidly and, of course, per-

sonally Is the criterion of love to God applied in the distinc-

tion of the two cities that Augustine discriminates between the

Hebrew kings, noting that In Jerusalem, "the bond woman," "some
also reigned who were children of the free woman, holding that
kingdom In temporary stewardship, but holding the kingdom of the

heavenly Jerusalem, whose children they were. In true faith, and
hoping In the true Christ."
The city of the reprobate In Its temporal and earthly aspect existed after the Deluge In a succession of nations, such as
those of the Assyrians and the Babylonians. Chief of the temporal
manifestations of the reprehensible city are Babylon and Rome, the
one an eastern and earlier Rome, the other a western and later

Babylon.

7

^

Despite the closeness of the similarity, however, the
De olvltate Del xvl. 11. 2; PL, XLI, 490, 491; NPNP, II,

317.

^De clvltate Del xvl. 35; PL, XLI, 513.
^
De olvltate Del xvlll. 47; PL, XLI, 609; of. De clvltate
Del xvll. 3. 1; fL, XLI, 525; NPNF II, 338.
.

*De clvltate Del vll. 32; Mj, XLI, 221.
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Inoreaalng difficulties of conquest made Roman unique In all history In respect to the lustre of mundane accomplishment. Augustine saya more about Rome than he does about any other secular
nation and what he teaches about the mundane state both as existing in order to earthly peace and as constituting a part of
the city of reprobates Is best Illustrated by what he says about
Roae.
On the one hand, Ro«e, like the reprehensible city In Its
over-all earthly existence, was founded by a fratricide, the acts
Much Is adduced from popuof Romulus and Cain being analogized.
state religion to estaband
lar belief, theatrical performemces,

lish the impiety of Rome. Now the very comparison of Rome with
Babylon la condemning, for by the tower of that city of confusion
On the other hand, Rome, like
"was signified an ungodly pride."
And
other temporal kingdoms, was set up by divine providence.
though the Romans did not attain unto eternal life, nevertheless
such was their virtue. Including that of subordinating private
benefit to that of the republic, that It brought to them the

highest honor In the world and even a due need of divine reward.
A temporal reward they deserved, and It was not wlthholden by
Ood.* A striking example of Augustine's fidelity to the princi-

ple of reserving the characterisation of true virtue only for the
love that loves CJod alone on His own account Is found In a passage In which are brought together the Jewish and Roman peoples,
the former having been at one time, as we observed, the city of

God on earth and the latter a noteworthy manifestation of the
reprobate city. Now despite this prior characterisation Augustine
does not hesitate to notice "We see that the Jews were most right-

eously given as trophy to the glory of the Romans; for we see that
these Romans, who acquired earthly glory, and sought to obtain It
^

De clvltate Del xr. 5; PL, XLI, 441.

^

De clvltate Del xvl. 4; PL, XLI, 483.

'^

De clvltate Del v. 1; PL, XLI, 141; NPNF, II, 103: "He,
therefore, Who Is the one true ^d, Who never leaves the human
race without Just Judgment and help, gave a kingdom to the Romans;
when He would, and as great as He would, as He did also to the Assyrians, and even the Persians, by whom, as their own books testify, only two gods are worshipped, the one good and the other evil."

*De clvltate Del v. 15; PL, XLI, 160.
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by virtues, iuoh a« they were, conquered those who. In their great
deprarlty, slew and rejected the gltrer of true glory, and of the
eternal olty."^ To be aure Rome Is not here declared to be a
part of the city of aod; In fact, It is part of the city of the

reprobate by falling to look for any glory higher than the temNcTertheless Augustine Indicates elsewhere very clearly

poral.

that Rome might become a part of the city of &od:
If the kings of the earth and all their subjects. If all
princes and Judges of the earth. If young men and maidens,
old and young, erery age, and both sexes; If they whom the
Baptist addressed, the publicans and the soldiers, were altogether to hearken to and obserre the precepts of the Christian religion regarding a Just and virtuous life, then should
the republic adorn the whole earth with Its own felicity, and
attain In life everlasting to the pinnacle of kingly glory.
For though the general heedlessness of Romans compels Augustine

....

to commend a toleration If necessary of the "most wicked
and most shameless republic" In order to the securing of a most
prominent position "In that certain most holy and most august as-

sembly of angels and republic of heaven. In which the will of

(K}d

nevertheless he knows no necessity of Rome s remaining a part of the reprobate city.
Indeed, how could he when he
was not an anarchist and yet buzzed to extend the city of Ood?
When finally the shadows of this world give place to the
Is the law"

'

"lights 6f eternity,"

then the society of men here upon earth,

mixed the citizens of the celestial city and those of
In completethe community of the reprobate, will exist no more.
ness of separation the blessed will enjoy &od and each other In
Ctod with a constancy that caimot permit of defection from the

wherein

aire

true Oood nor of forfeiture of genuine bliss, and the wicked shall
be tormented In the baleful balance of damnation wherein neither
does life prevail so as to heal nor does death triumph so as to

extinguish.

Now throughout this course of events, both those which
are past and those which are still future, though not for that In

^e

clvltate Del v. 18. 3; PL, XLI, 16B; NPNF, II, 101.

^De clvltate Del 11. 19; PL, XLI, 64; NPNF
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the least uncertain of fulflllaent, there Is a distinction of
associations according to a dlscrlalnatlon of loves and the dis-

crimination of loves Is made according to their orderlngs, whether
In their direction to objects they are order-conforming or orderviolating. Particularly for the purposes of this study It Is to
be remaurl^ed that all nations In their occupation of this temporal

ground wherein are mixed the citizens of the cities of wrath and
of bliss either orient themselves to the supreme good, God, or
fall to do so and that while there are many states that fall to
love God above all things there Is no state that falling to do so
Is at the same time Just.

Having seen something of Augustine's treatment of various
nations, particularly the Hebrew and Roman, we proceed to describe

more precisely the relation of the political community to the so-

cieties of the blessed and of the reprobate In the doctrine of

Augustine.
The celestial city consists, as we have observed, of men
and of angels bound together by a well-ordered love. I.e., a love
that conforms to the principle of the transcendence of

The

Ck>d.

terrestrial city Is through and through one of Impious men and
The two cities are thus mutually exclusive.

angels.

A part of

tha celestial city, that part which Is the Church militant, lives
Its life of piety upon this earth and subject to the conditions

of life upon this earth.

Of the terrestrial city, too, a portion

dwells upon earth as men and leads a life subject to the conditions of life upon the earth.

The conditions of life upon the
earth Include political association for the purpose of attaining

political peace, the concord of rulers and ruled In a civic comThis peace Is a good of no mean degree and as suoh It Is

munity.

esteemed and pursued by both the blessed and the reprobate, but
differently.

The pious desire It In order that by Its attainment

the earthly political condition of a life centred on God as the

ultimate object of enjoyment might be secured; thus they desire

earthly peace ordlnately.

The community of the reprobate "de-

sires earthly peace for the sake of enjoying earthly goods";

p

In

^De clvltate Del xvlll. 18. 1; PL, XLI, 574: " . . . . hulus
saecull clvltate, quae prefect o et angelorum et homlnum socletas
Implorum est."
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thui hftTlng objects Inferior to the traneoendent Ood as Its ultimate aim It oovets polltloal asoendenoy and peaoe Inordinately,

and slnoe Inordinately therefore also less suooessfully, Inasmuch
as that whloh Is disordered In Its supreme relationship neoessarlly suffers from disorder In the subordinate relationships. Nevertheless some polltloal peaoe Is edways attained by the reprobate
city In the mundane phase of Its existence. There Is at least the
peaoe enjoyed by the rlotors In the unending succession of wars
and Augustine further notes that such Is the propensity of the

Tanqulshed to come to terms with their conquerors that those who
allow themselves to be destroyed are considered, as we have seen,
a great wonder. The polltloal peace of the reprobate Is enjoyed
more or less unrighteously. The victory of those who are greatly
exercised by the extreme perlshableness of their triumph Is "of a
higher kind" than that of those who gloat over victory; nevertheless even so it is short-lived. But though the pursuit of political peaoe by the reprobate is evil, the object is good in Itself.
But the things wfaloh this city desires cannot be Justly
said to be evil, for it is Itself, in its own kind, better
than all other human good.Ll] por it desires earthly peaoe
for the sake of enjoying earthly goods, and it makes war in
order to attain to this peace; since, if it has oonquered,
and there remains no one to resist it, it enjoys a peace which
it had not while there were opposing parties who contested for
those things which were too small to satisfy both. This peace
is purchased by toilsome wars; it is obtained by what they
style a glorious victory. Now, when the victory remains with
the party which had the Juster cause, who hesitates to congratulate the victor, and style it a desirable peace? These
things, then, are good things, and without doubt the gifts of
Ood.
But if they neglect the better things of the heavenly
city, which are secured by eternal victory and peace neverending, and so Inordinately covet these present good things
that they believe them to be the only desirable things, or
love them better than those things which are believed to be
better,
if this be so. then it is necessary that misery follow and ever increase.^

—

Political organization with its object of political peace,
then. Is something not only esteemed, though differently, by the

citizens of both cities but it is also a condition of their
earthly sojovim. The condition of political organization being

Non autem reote dlountur ea bona non esse, quae ooncuplsolt haeo olvltas, quando est et ipsa in suo genere humemo mellor.
e
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common to them, the question arises. Con the oltisens of cities
80 different and associated by loves so different that one Is

ordered and the other disordered take part In a common political
association? Augustine teaches not merely that they can but that
they are not to avoid doing so. Like Abel, who built no city,
the clt liens of the celestial city are not concerned to build
upon the earth a city exclusively their own, for their proper city
Of course If all the cltltens of a state beoaae
Is In heaven.
pious there would be no reason that any of Its cltltens should desire participation In any other state, one without Impious oltl-

cena.

But even as regards the state wherein some are reprobate

as are most cltltens In all states

— Augustine

teaches those cltl-

tens which are concurrently citizens of the divine city to be content with being the compatriots of the wicked, though of course he

does not commend contentment with their wickedness.
It Is thus that the Intermingling of the cltltens of the
2

blessed and reprobate cities

extends not merely to their physical

location and certain private dealings but also to their olvio relationships; Indeed, In the latter department It Is to be so complete as to eradicate all difference except where the fear of Ood
compels the pious to hold out against those who have not that
fear.

As this mortal life Is common to both cities, so there Is a
harmony between them In regard to what belongs to It
[But] It has come to pass that the two cities could not have
ocmmon laws of religion, and that the heavenly city has been
compelled in this matter to dissent, and to become obnoxious
This heavenly city,
to those who think differently
then, while It sojourns on earth, calls cltltens out of all
nations, and gathers together a society of pilgrims of all
langxiages, not scrupling about diversities In the mauiners,
laws, and Institutions whereby earthly peace Is secured and
maintained, but recognltlng that, however various these are,
It
they all tend to one and the same end of earthly peace.
Is therefore so far from rescinding and abolishing these diversities, that It even preserves and adopts them, so long
only as no hindrance to the worship of the one supreme and
true Ood Is thus Introduced. «5

^De clvltate Del xv. 1. 2; PL, XLI,

«8.

^De clvltate Del xvlll. 64. 2; PL, XLI, 620: ";... duarua
clvltatum, coelestls atque terrenae, ab Initio usque In flnem
permlxtarum mortalls excursus." Vld. De clvltate Del xl. 1; PL
XLI, 317; NPNF II, 208.
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Participation In the state, then, there being abstraction
from consideration of the ultimate object of participation In It,
does not determine whether the participant is a oitiien of the

celestial or of the terrestrial city. It is therefore that men
of both camps can partlcli>ate together.
Purthermore, however

participated in, it is Itself a good, for by its peace it promotes
life upon this earth, which is a good and used well bears favorably upon eternal life, though abuse of the goodness of earthly
life is prejudicial to the enjoyment of eternal life.
But though there is thus a farorable evaluation of the
state considered by itself, there can be no participation of it

without the pursuit of its peace in order to the enjoyment of either O^od or something illicitly held to be the final good. Therefore citleenship in any political state cannot be enjoyed apart
from concurrent citisenship in one or other of the cities of bliss

and damnation; in fact, concurrent citizenship in the states political and terrestrial, the latter term meaning reprobate, is entailed by default of participation in the city of Ood. This is
so completely true that even the citizen who would know no other
state than the political is, by his very denial of any other, con-

currently a citizen of the reprobate community.
The relation of the political to the two cities is, how-

ever, not merely such that concurrent membership of its citizens
is in the one or the other of the two cities,

it is also such

that the character of the state and its attainment of political

peace varies according to the predominance of celestial or terresIn any case some goodness of civic
association and some tranquillity of political order is actually
had, even in robber kingdnas.
But the more pious citizens there
are in it, the better the state, the more reprobate citizens there

trial citizens on its roster.

are, the worse the state; the more citizens whose love of Rome is

a well-ordered love, the better the empire, the more citizens
whose love of Rome is disordered, the more desperate its decay.
The relation of the political state to the two cities is
finally such that its membership does not exhaust that of the two
cities, which, in contrast to its transclency, have citizens ei-

ther doomed or blessed for ever and ever. Fcr neither the blessed
nor the reprobate angels have ever participated in the political
state in the way that men have; and such men as have departed this
life, thoxigh they are unaitterably the citizens of the one or the
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other of the oltlea oeleatlal and terrestrial, are no longer citizens of the political state.
In this connection the naming of the reprobate community

The community of the
"terrestrial" is not without Its Interest.
The city of
In
heaven.
blessed Is destined to eternal felicity
the reprobate Is destined to eternal damnation In hell.

Both

cities have In the persons of Its human members an esu'thly repre-

sentation.

This phase Is limited both as regards time and the

personnel of participation. The olty celestial Is named with
great appropriateness according to the unlimited phase of Its existence, the heavenly and angel-lncludlng.

The city of the repro-

bate Is named after the limited phase of Its existence, and Is

moreover so named accoirdlng to a term not without some appropriate application to the limited phase of the heavenly city's existence as well. I.e., Its peregrination upon earth.

Augustine

might have reserved "terrestrial" for the political state and

named the community of the reprobate the city diabolic.

There

would then be three cities: the city of God, the generic city of
the earth, particularized In political Nineveh, Babylon, Rome,
etc., and the olty of the devil.

Augustine's employment of the

two term division In the naming Is more appropriate, however, be-

cause It emphasizes the fact that despite the difference between
the political state and the city of the reprobate a man Is repro-

bate If he is not of the celestial community.

Then as regards

the naming of the second city "terrestrial" the choice Is appro-

priate because It Indicates that participation In the community
of the reprobate takes place by the pursuit of some earthly and

Inferior good as an ultimate good.

Furthermore most of the citi-

zens of the political state abuse Its goodness by not sanctifying
the political relationship to

the service of God, so that the
concurrent citizenship of most members of the political state of

this earth Is In fact In the olty diabolic rather than the city

celestial.

Finally, although the demonic portion of the terres-

trial city has no ordinary human membership In the political state
despite Its being cast down to earth and Its seduction of men,

nevertheless the evil society to which It belongs Is fittingly
called terrestrial Inasmuch as also the devils choose themselves
before God, emd for us who consider these facts the choice of
something to be ultimate before God, particularly the exaltation
of self,

la the choice of something terrestrial.
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The structure before us, then, Is primarily one of two

unearthly oltles, one Gtod^f earing, the other Ood-abandonlng.
Both have a beginning, the beginning In the one case being the
coming Into being of angels that adhere to CJod, In the other, the
turning of angels away from (Jod. Each of these oltles continues
without cessation.
Having a beginning subsequent to those eG.ready

—

—

mentioned and having an end at the Last Day Is the society of
men organized to secure the peace of this world and particularized
in the several historic nations.
But such is the relation of this
passing society to the two unending societies that its citizens

are also the citizens of one or the other of the unending societies; moreover such that unless a man loves &od foremost, by which

love the heavenly city is constituted, he is without further qual-

ification a citizen of the everlasting society of those who aban-

— 80

don God

that despite a msm's professing to Imow nothing beyond

the enjojrment of a temporal good. Indeed, eo ipso he is associated with those who suffer far beyond the confines of temporal
,

existence, in fact, eternally, the peneaty of defection from the

—

Highest
finally such that only as men are members of the God;
loving society can they secure in the greatest possible degree a

political peace of this world, even those falling to attain it in
the highest degree who make that very peace their highest aim.
And yet failure to attain this highest possible degree by failure
to aim at the Highest does not, as we have seen, deprive of all

attainment of earthly order so long as this earthly life continues. The order which is Justice exists only in such members of
the temporal society as are also members of the heavenly

— and

Nevertheless, such

therefore not of the terrestrial society.
citizens of the political state as are also citizens of heaven
always have something in common with the other citizens; and yet,
since the others always fall of attaining Justice by the failure
to be citizens of heaven as well, there is therefore always also
that in the earthly state which those citizens who are also citizens of heaven at least deplore or in addition resit.

Thus in

the character of a loyal Romem Augustine deplores Roman conquests

for the sake of glory and praises the holy martyrs who resisted
the imperial command to practise idolatry.
Returning from this summarizing of the history of the two
cities and from a consideration of the nature of the historical
commonwealth and of its relation to the cities celestial and ter-
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restrlal In the light of that history to the toplo of the plaoe
of history In the systems of the two writers, we observe that
they both make much reference to experience in order to support

Cicero voices with sharpness distrust of speculation and claims that his doctrine Is grounded In experience,
particularly that of the Roman people. Augustine requires regentheir doctrines.

eration of the sinful soul In order that It should understand the
truth, and regeneration Is neither speculation nor the mere apprehension of data but a work of the divine Spirit operating
through the means of grace, Including the Infallible Word, to the
bestowal of repentance and faith. For Cicero the whole of political experience exhibits only communities bound together by agree-

ment as to the right, this right being declared by right reason
shared by men universally. For him no absolutely perfect common-

wealth has been known; nor will such a one ever exist, Inasmuch
On the
as the future will be largely what the past has been.
other hsmd there was never, according to his view, a commonwealth
in which the members failed to share In the rational characteri-

zation of Justice; Indeed, In each commonwealth It Is for Cicero

precisely this agreement that associates the members. Augustine,
on the other hand, finds no community that Is not associated by
agreement as to what should be pursued, and the pursuit, except In
the case of the celestial community. Is never In accordance with
the principle of God's transcendence and Is therefore disordered
and unjust.

—

Whereas Cicero denies the existence at any time. Inof an absolutely perfect commonwealth, Augus-

cluding the future

—

tine recognises Its existence now In full reality In heaven, also

now by faith among the believers, and finally In full reality also
Experience Is not an endless series
^among them who now believe.
of cycles but progress Is being made toward the descent of the New
Jerusalem from heaven.

0ON0LU3IOM
The dlffarenoe In the definitions of oommonwealth submitted by Cloero and Augustine Is not a ohanoe variation nor a

difference of small Importance. Althougl^Augustlne finds Cloero 's
definition aooeptable by the mere substitution of "objects of
love" for

"Justloe^s that

In regard to which there Is the agree-

ment that binds t^ether a people

tion of "love" for "Justice"

— or,

— the

roughly, by the substitu-

whole opposition of their sys-

tems is behind this substitution.
The substitution raises the four questions why Justice is
the politically associative bond for Cicero, why it is not the
tame for Augustine, wh y love is the polit id^l y associa tive bond

for Augus tine, and why it is not the same for Cicero.
For Cicero Justice, as we have seen, is the giving to

each his due as legislated by right reason and right reason
Cicero conceives to be such' that it is universally shared, for it
is to its legislation that all men are agreed.
For Augustine Justice is something else, something so different that men are not in universal agreement as to what is Just.
For him it is the giving to each his due by a right ordered love,
a right ordered love being such in virtue of conforming to the

hierarchy of being.

The hierarchy of being is such that

(^od is

supreme in it with a transcendence of being that makes Him alone
the proper ultimate object of love.

Thus while Cic ero refe rs to men's thinking for an answer
to the question, What is Just? and holds that men thl nkge nerally
the same thing, Augustine refers to their loving and Judges their

loving accord ing to the order of being.

Knowing is of importance

to him in the determination of Justice not directly, as for

Cicero

—universal reason
— but indirectly,

Justice

supplying for the latter the standard of
inasmuch as one of the proofs of the

hierarchy of being is derived from an examination of knowledge.
But whether one imderstamds or believes, if only one loves conformably to the order of being one is Just. Besides Its presence
in the holy angels orderly love is found only in those who are
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regenerated through the Holy Spirit by the gift of faith In the
Thez*efore agreement as
sole merits of the Mellator Jesus Christ.
to Justice Is far from unlTersal;

— —

—

only those who are oltltens of

^—

.

-

—

.

the olty of Ood are Just.
"

It is thus~~8«en that for his determination of Justice

Cicero looks to the reason that Is shared by all men, that for
his determination of the same term Augustine looks to the ordering
of love according to the order of being, and that therefore the

two writers mean different things by Justice.

To Cicero's refer-

ence to universal reason Augustine objects that men's participa-

tion is not generally such as to give them true knowledge, for
true knowledge as well as Just loving must conform to the hier-

archy of being, in which only the Supreme is lovable as ultimate
good.
The knowledge Augustine characterises as true, Cicero, thtf
probabilist, considers uncertain; there can be no knowledge, says
he, of the Absolute.

There is however, foi him, a knowledge com-

mon to all men possessed In virtue of their participation in uni-

versal reason and though it declares nothing positive about the
abaolute it does declare with one voice throughout all times and
spaces what is Just.

On the basis of this universal pronouncement

there Is, for Cicero, one commonwealth of all men and on the basis
of such modification of the pronouncement as any part of mankind

shall agree to, that part is constituted a particular commonwealth.
To this Augustine answers that though the Absolute cannot be known

o

as to be comprehended by the finite mind, any assertion concerning Him except that of His existence as Absolute being a limi-

tation of His infinity, it can be known, e.g., by the requirement
of an unchangeable in Judging the changeable, that the Absolute

exists.
Ve have given both Cicero's reason for associating his political groups on the basis of common agreement as to Justice and
Augustine's reason for r^^ectlng this basis. Els determination
of Justice in terms of love and of love In terms of order of being

has already been noted.

It remains to consider why agreement as

to objects of love is for Augustine the bond of political associa-

tion as well as to ask why Cicero did not so regard love.

The

reasons for Augustine's use of love are the failure of agreement
as to Justice to be such a bond by the failure of all communities

but the city of

(k>d

to attain Justice and Augustine's conceiving

love as exerting a lateral attraction for other lovers of a cominon
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objeot regardless of the quality of the lore.

Thus he is sup-

plied with a principle of assoolation which is operative in all
oommunities; whether men are good or bad in virtue of the orderliness or disorderliness of their loves they are eligible for

grouping by the application of this i>rinoiple which operates in
both good and bad. That there are many oommunities and that there
are communities good and bad Cicero denies, for by malting agree-

ment as to Justice the bond of political association and by con-

ceiving all men to answer with one voice what is Just he makes of
all men but one virtuous community, except that part icularisat ion
of the legislation makes for division of commonwealths, which are.

despite differ ence in the degree of their attainmen t of Justicej
nevertheless all Just. To the objection that some have been very
\)ad he

would aiiswerT~Very bad only by an impossible standard, and

If really bad, then subject to dissolution, since their statehood

could not continue except by agreement as to Justice. So long as
it continues there must be agreement by and large to the only
Justice worth talking about.

States which despite their continu-

ation can be shown to love both things and men as ultimate objects
of pursuit are pronounced unjust by Augustine, for whom they are

associated by agreement as to the objeot of their love although
that love is disorderly.
As to the question why Cicero did not use love as the
bond of political association the reason appears to be on the one
hand that he does not regard himself in need of it: concerning
Justice as he defines it there is, in his view, agreement of all
men, so that no community is found to exist ai>art from it and such
partioularitations of the larger community as there are are in
virtue of the specification of this universal agreement; on the
other hand It is difficult to find a single passage in Cicero in^
dlcatlng that he conceived love as possessing the laterally drawing virtue that we have spoken of.

It is the virtue of the friend,

even if it be the virtue of his loving virtue, rather than the
love of the friend that attracts. But if this is the case, very
limited is the membership of a love association for Cicero, and

for political associations a more widely embracing principle is
required. But conceiving love as possessing Illimitable lateral

attractions Augustine finds the greatest "people" united by means
of love of a common objeot. Whether Ulcere would concede the influence~^or the fact oF not it Is furthermore true that it is more
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ploasant to tell men that all oonununltles exist by agreeaent as
to Justice, a virtue, than to say that communities exist as such
ir,

virtue of eigreement between members as to what they should pur-

sue whether the pursuit be good or bad.
It is to be observed that by malting love the bond of all

oomjDunities Augustine extends to politics the sharp distinction

A man is go od or bad, righteous
Exactly so

he makes in personal virtue.

^

unjust, according to the orderliness of his love.

with the community, for the same qualification of the individual
by the orderliness of his love extends to the group in virtue of
the group's existing through agreement as to what it will love.

Private and public righteousness is the same.

For Cicero there

But community association being for

are noble and ignoble lovers.

him by agreement as to what is right and the voice of right reason
ag to what is right up to what he regards the limits of practioableness and ascertainability always prevailing, the existence of

—

—

a community as such is for Cicero evidence of the reign of virtue.

For the verification of their systems both Cicero and

Augustine appea l to experience though neither of them to experience only but also to reason and, in the case of Augustine, to
,

Scripture, and, in the case of Cicero, to heathen belief.

It is

to be remarked, however, that although a believer in the official

pagan doctrine is confirmed in his error by Cicero, he receives a
shook from him in the matter of the apotheosis of Romulus the
fratricide, whereas, on the other hand, a b eliever in the deity
of Chri st, which the present writer is happyto be, is gladdened
by tha Christology of Augustine. The course of events is con-

ceived by Cicero^to be one in which the experience of the irelative
is exhaustive./ For Augustine there is a history both of the kingdom of this worTd and of the perfect community in heaven. \ The

terrestrial kingdom runs its visible course, the celesti^ its
course invisible except through a partial realization in the per-

egrinating Church.

The same events are Judged differently by

Cicero and Augustine. The one claims support in Roma's greatness
for his declaration that she was eminently Just; the other finds
in the same grandeur a concession by Gtod to a community grossly

unjust by loving herself and her own name more than God. The one
regards events past and present as proving the claim that all
communities are constituted by agreement of the members in regard
to the conception of Justice, the latter term being used as by a

^
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probablllit, the other regards events past, present, and future
as denying the claim that there Is agreement among men universally
In regard to Justice, the same term being Interpreted as by a

transoendentallst, communities being Instead found to be drawn
together by love of a common object. A community righteous even
by the transoendentallst'* standard, though future In regard to
Its perfection In point of human participation. Is nevertheless
~
present amongjmen even now through faith.
I have tried both to Interpret according to his own system the Important terms used by each writer and to Interpret that

Interpretation according to the system of the other. The result
Is that Augustine's substitution of love for Justice In the definition of commonwealth, though a matter of a mere couple of words.
Is shown to have been necessitated by the great opposition of the

systems of the two writers.
Failure to make such Interpretation has led to misunderstanding of the politics of Augustine and, stremgely, It has even

been denied, though cautiously, that he did do what he obviously
has done, the exchanging of love for Justice In Cicero's deflnl
tlon o f commonwealth.

Justice

term

—without

— regarded

So Indispensable to the commonwealth Is

satisfactory consideration of the meaning of the

to be and so essential has seemed the retention of

Augustine In the tradition of Justice politics that it Is asserted that the substitution of love for Justice In the definition of the commonwealth could not have followed from the true
thought of Augustine.

Thus we find Professor Mdlwalne, toward

the close of his discussion of Augustine In The G-rowth of Politi -

cal Thought in the Vest

,

saying

I can see little ground for assuming that when the author sets

forth a conception of the state "according to the definition
of Cicero" and then follows it with another of contrary character, it must be taken as proved that his own personal preferences must be against the first and in favor of the second.
And yet this seems to be all the proof adducible for the confident assertion thalrSt. Augustine practically alone of all
medieval IJiinkers dispensed with the need of Justice in a commonwealthjN
But^^ St. Augustine did not thus discard Justice, what
was his real belief on this important subject? The conclusions to be culled from the general turgvunent of the City of
Qod I should summarize thus: Justice and Justice alone is the
only possible bond which can unite men as true populus in a
real res publica .i
C.

H.

Mdlwalne, The Growth of Political Thought

in the
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Mcllwalne attompte a solution of Augustine's disagreement with
Clcaro by differentiating between Augustine's conceptions of
The former might exist without Justice
clvltas and res publlca
.

but not the latter.

tion.

Clvltas

.

Actually Augustine makes no such differentia-

res publlca

.

populus

.

Indeed all communities, even

the familial and that of friendship, are bound together by love

and are In respect to love's being the bond of association alike.

Furthermore all communities, the political, the familial, and that
of friendly association, are alike Just if the object of love by

the agreement about which It Is constituted a community be loved

with a love that conforms to the tremscendent order of being In

which God Is alone the ultimate object of love.
But though Augustine did thus "discard" Justice In the
sense of substituting for It love as that about which there Is the

agreement that associates, the Justice thus discarded Is quite
another Justice than the Ciceronian.
Of the two systems which have been related to each other
I

reject the Ciceronian and accept the Augustlnlan chiefly be-

caus e only the latter conforms to the Christian teaching, accordi-

ng^o_whlah^ while there

Is Indeed Justification of the sinner

"/nly through faith In the merits solely of Christ Jesus,

there Is

no righteousness of either Individuals or communities so long as
tiic"
1

flaunt the Commandments, of which the first Is "I am the

^rdthy~~5od

and,

....

thou shalt have no other gods before me"

"Thou shalt love the Lord thy Qod with all thy heart, and

with all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy
strength."

2

As regards the majority of men the knowledge of this

commandment Is a knowledge that Is Impaired; as regards the attitude of most men to this commandment, It Is one of complete nonconformity.
West (New York: The Macmlllan Co., 1932), p. 158. &. H. Sabine
asserts In A History of Political Theory (New York: Henry Holt and
Co., 1937), p. 192, n. 14, "The meaning of Augustine In questioning Cicero's definition of the state has been the subject of controversy.
C. H. Mcllwalne
has taken exception, I believe
rightly, to the interpretation given by A. J. Corlyle and J. N.
Plggls."

....

^Exodus 20: 2, 3.

^rk
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